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wimmom 
©lia thesis consists of three minor theses resulting 
tr&m three diverse lines of investigation upon one insect 
species: 
Fart One: Methods aiwi Ohservations in Rearing 
the Firehrat, flieraohia doaestioa < PackardXfflaysanura) 
Part f»oi a^perature Helations of the Fire-
hrat, 1^ enM?bia d<^ a^tica CPa©ltard)C1!hysanttra) 
Part feree: the Hregarine Parasites of the Pire-
hrat, fhemohia d^ matiea (PaeliardX'JhysaHttra) 
Each paper has its own introduction, review of literature, de­
scription of Methods, statement and discussion of results, 
sufflnary, and list of literature cited, fhe suhject setters 
©f Parts One and fwo necessitate soae departures from the 
usual formalities of presentation, such as some interfflingling 
of statements and discussions of results; hut in Part Three, 
which is regarded as the wsst iaportant part of the work, a 
regular thesis forro is adhered to. 
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PABf Qm 
lEOTOBS im OlSHfAflOHS II IIAHIIQ ffll flHBiaAf, 
mSEWmiA mmBfMA (PAeKAlD)(OTBAiroRA) 
imsoDs Am oB&mfkftom IH RIARIHQ TH FIREBRAT, 
TOIRWOBIA DOMESnCA (PACKARD )(fHySA!ITJRA) 
t, imomGTWM 
Most of ttn© existing generalizations upon the nature of 
living things could hardly have been attained without a 
syatefflatlc approach. !nie successive steps are: first, the 
reeognition and definition of species; secondly, the arrange-
TOnt of the species in taxonomic groups; and finally, the se­
lection and Intensive study of certain individuals as group 
representatives, "Phe selection of such representatives is of­
ten governed to a great extent by their availability ard their 
suitability for laboratory use. It is patently desirable that 
a representative species should be one which can readily be 
procured and used by many workers in various parts of the world, 
Moreover, where the nature of title study permits, the selected 
organism should be one which can be cultivated and observed un­
der closely controlled conditions, 
fhe use of Insects as experimental animals in studies up­
on physiology, toxicolo^ , parasitology, genetics, and other 
- 8 -
fepanches of animal feiology, is pi?obmbly inereasing, 1Ri« in-
seets so ©ffiplojed ar® uatiallj those which can b® cultured 
coBtimously in the laboratory. most oat standing example 
is the poffltce fly, Sacosophila. reared and used by geneticists; 
but other imseets are in frequent use, such as cock­
roaches, various aotha ajad beetles infesting stored food, the 
silkworm, the house fly, and various parasitic wasps. It 
should be noted hear ever that, with the possible exception of 
the cocicroach, t^ ese insects represent highly specialized 
grimps within the class Insecta, while the Apterygota, believ­
ed by some authorities to include the most generalized of in­
sects, have not been represented in experimental studies to any 
material extent. It is the purpose here to call attention to 
an apterygotous insect which seems to have considerable promise 
ms an experimental animal, and, after briefly outlining its 
a®rita for this purpose, to provide informtion pertinent to 
its use in the laboratory. 
lar^ st of the c©®Bonly available apterygotous in­
sects are two species of the fioaily l^ iiaetidae which occur 
in hajaan habitations, often in abidance, fhey are the all-
verfish, Leplsaa saccharina I»inn, , and the firebrat, Theraobia 
- 9 -
d<WHi8tiea (Paek.), Altfeottgh &pp&Tmntly indigenous in Europe 
and Asia tlmj tmvm been earried by coiaaeree to nearly all 
parts of the civilized world. Since these insects are seldom 
serious pests and are easily controlled by the use of poison­
ed baits they have received no special attention from ento­
mologists and adequate methods for rearing them have not been 
generally Iraown, 
Before discussing these species further a few of the 
fiharacteristioa of the family may be ^ ntioned, fhe lepis-
statids^  like other Apterygota, have no aetiaiorphosis but «olt 
an indefinite aiwiber of tlM®s throughout their lives, Thus 
the interruptions for pupation and wing-foraation,which occur 
in ®o«t insects,are absent* "ttieir powers of regeneration are 
quite remi%:able. Bielr fragility forbids direct haiwiling 
but they are easily retained and trsaisferred in open glass 
dishes, for they cannot cliab on polished, vertical surfaces; 
neither can they leap. Whmj are soft of body, easily dissect­
ed, and easily prepared for histological sections. pro­
duce hard, dry, fecal pellets and eait no perceptible odor. 
Bieir eggs are laid singly, are coMparatively large for in­
sects, non-adhesive, and are excellent subjects for eaibryo-
logioal study, as shown by Heyaons (189?). The known life-
spsuas of lepisoatids are rather long and reproduction begins 
before the aniaal is fully grown. The reproductive organs and 
- 10 -
processes are of a reaMstr^ tolj pri®iti¥© type. Because they 
are oftea supposed to be slsilar in constitution to the hypo­
thetical eTOlutionary ancestors of winged insects their value 
in studies of eoaimrativ© anatoi^  and physiology atoould be 
considerable, IRie spermatogenesis of the firebrat has been 
studied by a nomber of workers and found to be of particular 
interest Ctotoerji, 1929). 
The two lepiamatids aentioned above as guests in human 
habitationE are quit© different in many respects. While the 
silverfish has the advantage of breeding at ordinary room 
temperatures it is smller and swifter in its movements than 
the firebrat, IHaose kept by the author have proved difficult 
to work with owing to their extreae shyness of lij^ t and their 
elusiveness generally. For this reason it is likely that the 
larger and less excitable firebrat is aore practical for 
laboratory use, fhis species has been reared by the author 
for years iMaas, 1933). 
One of the B»st outstanding, special characteristics of 
the firebrat is its theraophilia. It not only prefers but re­
quires te«i^ ratures above ^ ose at which »ost organisms 
ttirive. In suggesting lines of research which may be carried 
on with it, therefore, the physiology of high temperature 
(theOTophilia said thermoplegia) wa.»t be aentioned first, {A 
publication upon this topic is to appear elsewhere.) The 
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author Jms also this insoet in th© study of gregarine 
piraaitss. (Adaws auti 'j^ vis, 1935,} feats of the toxicities 
of arstale trioxide, sodium fluoride, aM thiodiphenylaraine 
were imMm, agala usiag th© firehrat (Sitipes, Hutchins, and 
Mams, la press), fhls study further suggested its use in 
gaialBg data upon the •itaaln requireaieiits of insects. Other 
lines which are suggested are; physiology of tropisBis, 
physiology of water relations on dry diets, biochemistry of 
insect feces, studies on regeneration of appendages, develop-
TOntal Insect aorpholoi^ , arthropod phylogeny, aniraal sociol­
ogy, and the ecology of crowding, fhe reasons for these 
recowaeiMiations should becoae apparent froai the data bel<wr. 
Firebrats were kept in captivity, and probably reared 
throughout m9% of their life-cycle, by OudeaiaBs (1889) in Hol-
laz»l. fhls obaenrer kept the insects in glass dishes in an 
embedding oven at 30%, Ee provided for hualdity by placing 
in the apparatus a aoist sponge, le studied the external 
parts of individuals of both sexes and various slsea, pub­
lished a splendid drawing of the insect, and mAde cemmients up­
on the habits, Forty-oi^  years later Spencer {19S0) briefly 
outlined th® requlreaients of tte Insect without presenting 
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th© details of Ills ^ thod (which Jaad boon |mrt of aa unpub-
llshod thesis, 1024), Two years later the author published a 
preliffiihary pai>er apoa th® biology aaad eultlTation of fire-
brats (Maras, 1935)» ThB- present paper proceeds further upon 
this topie. 
Bie rearing of firebrats in the laboratory in whieh they 
are going to be used has at least three i»portant advantages. 
First, large miabers in uniform series ©an be obtained; sec-
©ad» the hereditary and environfflental histories of the speci-
aens ean be aeeurately toldj a»d third, laboratory rearing 
affords an opportunity to gain an intimate aoquaintanee with 
the peculiar manners of the living animals, invaluable for the 
reeog^ iition of abnoi^ l states ai«l the isproveaent of cultural 
and experi»ental teohniiue. 
It is true that the laboratory aniaal, owing to its ex­
ceptional envlr©a®Bnt, is not entirely representative of its 
species; as Spencer pointed out (1©24), flrebrats from the 
highly favorable conditions of the rearing cabinet have great­
er sisse, larger fat-bodies, and slower movements than their 
•^ wild® and temgry eoateatporaries, ftotheraore, segregated 
rearing ai#it lead to the pro&action of racial strains dif-
- IS -
feriag g«a©tieally from wild stock. For these reasons it is 
iB^rativ® that th© ©xperimenter pr@faee his data with a 
history &f th@ spesioeas used. 
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11. VE/rnQm am oisir?ATOSS 
and ^ pnym 
®ie dsplsmatids ©"btalned by the autlior In the vicinity 
of the 2owa State College during the course of this study, 
19S1-19S5, represented three genera: Lepiaiaa. Gtenoleplaaa, 
fe^ raiobia. fh© flrebrat, fhermobla domeatlca, was the 
most abundant. 
As a result ©f examinations of many infested college 
buildings certain generalizatlona may be presented regarding 
the local habitats of the flrebrat: 
1» Flrebrats w«re found in close association with 
artlfioial heat, laseisent rooms containing nuMerous 
hot-water pipes and reservoirs and providing nooks too 
wai« for hamn eoiafort were abundantly infested, 
2, heat In these infested rooms was supplied 
during the entire year almost without eessation, 
5. In all examined cases of abundance there was ac­
cess to on© or more of the following; farinaceous 
»eal, heaps of eru»pled paj^ r, books, eoollen and silk 
mterials, decayed wood, kitchen refuse. 
4, In all «3iaained cases of abundance there was ac­
cess to Moisture, such as that of dripping water fix-
- IS -
oi* moist floors, 
S. Partial darkness and eomi^ rative freedom from 
disturbing air currents were claaracteristic of the 
favored haMtats, 
#, finy nyaishal firehrata were found only in the 
aoat war® and favorable rooms of infested buildings. 
Older individuals seemed to have spread out to the 
less favorable rooms which were at ordinary tempera-
tiires, fh© writer agrees with Spenoer (1924) that this 
spread is du® t® Imnger. f5ae typically infested build­
ing has @B® very warm nook (over 50®G,) in which the 
inseets breed arai from whieh larger individuals go 
forth to other rooms on the sase and adjoining floors 
in seareh of food, 
7* fhe tuimels joining buildings in a centralised 
heating system have been suggested as condueive to the 
local dlssealnation ©f firebrats. It sec^ s likely 
that, as a rule, in the firebrats do not migrate 
fv&m building to building except throu^  warned con­
duits, and that their spread is otherwise dependent on 
hu»an agencies of transportation. 
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1. lethods of gMalBlmg glmteimta 
& good method of eaptariag flrehrats without injiiring 
theffi employs aa oj?diaary taahler or wide-aouthed glass Jar and 
a stiff eard» fhe taafeler is inverted upoa the insect where 
it rsms on wall or floor, e^ card is then slid under the 
aomth ©f the tamhler and the whole qmickly inverted, "ffhe in­
sect is then aheteea into a jar containing folded paper strips. 
Where l^ e insects are difficult to catch traps or pit­
falls way tee set mp in their haunts, the silkiest consists 
of a glais dish such as a large shallow ml tare dish or even 
a tuahler with strai^ t, vertical sides, wrapi^ d in a cylin­
der of paper, 5tie paper should project ahout an inch above 
the glass ria, »te nat^ tral activity of hungry firebrats will 
lead the» into this trap if it is well placed, ISie effective-
Bsss is i®proved by placing a narrow ring of wet flour around 
i^ ie ri» of tatie glass. Ifee presence of tJie food leads to con­
gregation and fi^ tiii^  upon the ria and increases the likeli­
hood of firebrats slipping into the glass. 
Since firebrats are evidently unable to sense their food 
at a distance, but aust find it by palpation, it is not sur­
prising that trap catches are not large, r^aps are described 
here merely to aid the beginner in securing living speciaens 
for rearing stock. 
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In all, about ©n® teaadred flr«t>rata wei^ e eau^ t in 19S1 
is til® vari€i«is eaapus tmildings at Iowa State Oollega and 
placed tegetl^ r in an ineubatei*. Fro® these have been de-
seended all ^ e fiipebrats used in this study, EegaMing the 
genetioml eenstitwtion of the firebrats «e seeured it may be 
said that all gre«tps msed as segregated oolenies have come 
fr©» eggs laid in eages eentaining many aniaals of both 
sexes, fhe peaetiee of segregating the y<mi^  of one f^ tale, 
or ©»e piir, aiad deliberately allowing thea to inb:^ Bd has 
bees avoided, IT© obviously freakish aaiaals have been notieed 
in thousands of individuals, Regainiing the enviromental 
baelcg^ ound of tJiese firebrats inforMation is provided below 
in the diseussion of the methods with which they were reared. 
firebrats were reared in the oabinets, providing constant 
teffiperature and humidity, whioh were described by Brindley 
and li^ iardson (IfSO). 
1 ,  ^ e oulture oages, 
type of oultare dish to be reeoaaiended depends some­
what upim the ipurpose of the rearing, Iteen Imiuireds of in-
18 -
8©ets are to h® re&rod in & mmll space without oloaa atten-
tioa, ©pea half gallon finalt Jars, or a^ uaritm Jars, are ex-
eelleat. Where periodic ©xaalnation of the speoii^ iis is de-
serlhed shallower dishes are advisable. 
For general rearlag the type shows la Fig, 2 is reooffl-
»iaded. It consists of a glass culture dish about SO ems. in 
diameter and 8 oias* in hei#it. faper strips 4 ms. in width 
aiad 30 oas. loag are plaited transversely, the plaits oocur-
rlag about ©very two oeatiraieters so that the folded strip re­
sembles the oollapsibl® side of a bellows, fwenty or more of 
these folded strips are stood on their edges in the culture 
dish. A glass cylinder, Imlf•filled with cotton batting, is 
laid in Ihe dish on one side. Food is placed upon the bottom 
anong the paper strips and if rapid rearing is desired a 
watering-tube is placed in. fhis consists of a slender test 
tube of water plugged with cotton batting and inverted in the 
dish so that the free surface of cotton remains atoist. Such 
a cage accoisimodates on© to two hundred firebrats, 
l&ere a careful check on the oviposltlon rate is desired 
the ovipositing coIoe  ^may be placed in a similar culture dish 
coataiaing mo paper bat with three clay filter pots, graded 
in sl9e, inverted in the dish, as shown in Fig, 1, so that the 
largest pot covers the medius oras and the siedium one covers 
the saiallest. She edges on one side are supiK>rted by a thin 
- 19 -
WatervnQ 
Tube 
, fJV Cotton 
Flower Pots 
CE) 
4 -Food 
Flg.l 
Folded 
Paper ~ 
Cottor  
Watering 
Tube 
,-Food 
Pig. 2 
Fig.l. Cross-section of rearing apparatus for the fire-
"brat, for use in ovipositional studies. 
Pig,2, Sketch Of apparatus for general use in rearing 
tha firebrat. The watering tube and the ovi-
position-cylinder are usually omitted 
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woodem w#dg©, S©tton "batting to 3*@e®lv« th® egg» Is placed 
lj@tw®#a th® omter and the alddle pots, i^a typo of cage 1» 
aot consor^ atli'# of ai^ c© but it is *®j»y satisfactory for 
elos® clocks on ovipositioa, for iwtrltional studies, and for 
th© prodttctloa of perfect apeeis^ ns, Wo «or© than fifty 
firebrats should te© confined in the flower-pot type of cage. 
Food may ^  provided in a saall paper hox. 
fh© eggs Of the fiJHShrat ar© easily r^ o-red from th© cot­
ton in which they ar© laidj hut, unless it is necessary to 
carefully count th©®, it is laore convenient to taransfer them, 
in the cotton, to an incubation dish containing fwiper strips 
closely paclsed together aai otherwise ©<|ulpped as a rearing 
dish, fli© newly hatched nymphs will live in loose cotton 
hatti]^  if it is dusted with ground oatneal. itot, as the 
fourth instar approaches, and their first fragile scales are 
soon to appear, ttoey leave the cotton for the interstices of 
the paimr. It is wise to hrush and dry a thin layer of flour 
jffliste upon the floor of ^ © dish to provide for tarsal trac­
tion, 
Iher© it is necessary to rear nya^ s individually or in 
s«all segregated groups these conditions may he duplicated on 
saaller scale in vials. The author has heen unable to prevent 
a hi^  mortality in i^ phs reared singly, ks Spencer remarked, 
th© young nymphs seea to require proportionately iM>re space 
- El 
thB admits. 
Mult flrebrats m&j tse k«pt singly or in pairs in cover­
ed Petri cialtur© dialies, 10 ©ma. in diameter, fhej are kept 
in aueh disl»s in studies upon their gregarines, where low-power 
mioroseopie examination of the feces is part of the routine. 
Jk number of preeautiona are to he observed in keeping 
firebrats in large 6u|.ture dishes, fo prevent escape of the 
firebrats the glass aust be clean, particularly that area of it 
which is between the top of the papers and the rim, The scales 
which acciaaulate froa insects trying to escape should be re­
moved, fo prevent invasion by book-lice and laites a thin bar­
rier-strip ©f vaselin© should be run around the outside of the 
dish. Since an excess ©f food in the bottom of the dish of­
fers a breeding place for these forms and, if moistened, a 
place for molds also, it is wise to supply only as lauch food 
at a tl!i» as the insects will eat in a week or two. The water­
ing tub©, if used, say be stood in a small paper dish to keep 
its moisture away fro® the food, which is likely to be spread 
about the floor of th© cage by the insects. 
2. temper attire. 
A temperature of 37®0, was used for fflost of the rearing 
although 34,S®0, and S8®0. were satisfactory. It was found 
frow data being isiblished elsewhei^  that the central point of 
22 -
th® f referred range f©r the flrehrats used was sear ST.S^ C, 
®iis t®ap®rattir© Is th®r©f©r© recoMronded, Flrohrata may he 
lmp% in g®od condition at high room temperatures, about 28®C,, 
if th© tooaidity is kept up, but th«j will show little growth or 
reproduetion. Cool oonditions are useful in eheeking firebrat 
defelop^ nt during teaporary suspension of th© investigation. 
3« lb.® huaidity and tim use of water, 
Firebrats supplied with moist eotton wieks can litre ia 
fairly dry ai!!* (iO per cent 1. H, or less). Sut in a closed 
space over saturated aagi^ sitam chloride solution, calculated 
to give a relative hoiaidity near 32 per cent^  adult firebrats 
died in ten days, showing extreae shrinkage of the abdomen, 
Th® insect seems to prefer a fairly highinmldity, fhe 
huaidlties obtained over brine, containing an excess of the 
sodium cailoride, were found to be satisfactory, A large basin 
of the brine is exposed under th© fan in the conatant-tempera-
ture cabinet, fhe resulting relative humidities were found, 
by psychometric and hygrosetrlc testa, to rise to points be­
tween 70 and 75 per cent, Firebrats reared at such lower 
htimiditiea require watering and at mxch higher homidities the 
foods are likely to a©ld. 
Although firebrats show a strong avoiding reaction when 
their antennae touch open water they are attracted to damp 
25 -
sttrfaees of paper, eotton, or sponge, ©le wet cotton plug of 
til® inverted watering tube is avoided but the visibly daap 
paper surfaces in contact with it are prefei^ ed resting plaees 
for the insects, and sach paper is frequently gnawed by thera. 
Spencer iW24) has observed that fewales, before oviposition, 
rested for hours with their abdomens curled against the damp 
roll of paper projecting from a watering vial. He is of the 
opinion C19S9) that firebrata take moisture throu^  the body 
wall said keep up laieir aolstare supply by periodic visits to 
daaip surfaces. It is evidently in this manner that t±iey live 
in the ceraparatlvely dry air of waro buildings^  
In air at about 7S per cent 1, flrelta'ats have been 
reared for generatioiM without watering, fhere is, however, 
at this hiraidity, still 80W> tendency for the insects to clus­
ter about a watering tube and watering has l^ en found to in-
create the rate of oviposition and growth. It is evident 
tttat the ®ptlBsra» relative humidity for the insect aay be con­
siderably higher ?S per oent although the latter is sat­
isfactory for practical purposes, 
Air cireulatien, 
3?or «ie suppose of equalizing air coaditioas throughout 
th® teaperatttre eabinet, air was l:ept in gentle aK>tion, per­
ceptible to the hand, across ^ e o^ a tops of the culture 
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&±mTm», file us® of lids wfon the cultmr® dishes was necessary 
ealy where the entranee of micro-organiims such as gregarine 
spares was t© he avoided. Quick gusts of air, particularly of 
differing temperature, are so exciting to firebrata that it ia 
probable that static air is most favorable for their well-
being, Half-gallon fruit jars without lids seem to las'ovide 
excell®«t conditioBS in. this respect, 
l^ e light. 
file adult firebrat is nepttively phototroplc in strong 
light but it seems to display little preference between weak 
light and darkness. In these rearlngs the insects were ex­
posed to a variable illuminstion in the twilight range of in­
tensity, 
6, lEfee food giutrition, 
fhe aost esEtensive investi^ tlon of the food preferences 
"^eraobia was made by lakeland and Waters <1951) in search­
ing for a suitable bait. Of a large number of foods, offered 
in a^mjunotion with dry i&e&t flour, the insects ate the 
largest quantity of aoist wheat flour. Since, however, it was 
not practical to use noist foo^ the preferred dry food, oat-
seal, was adopted for use in poison bait. It was found that 
the insects ate more of this material when sugar and coaaon 
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salt mMed. ffe© mlxtur© flnallj adopted eonsisted of: 
©ateeal, finely cut or ground, 100 parts by w«ight; gramlat-
©d sugar, 8 parts by weight; eoOTBon salt, 0,5 parts by wsight. 
a^k^ lani and Waters foujod that fir»brats having aceess 
to flour at© very little of animal foods suoh as egg-yellow, 
dried «ilk, »©at aeal, dry gla®, dry gelatine, and dry egg-
white. Speaeer (1924 awi 1929) plaeed ten hungry, freshly 
oaught firebrats in a culture dish in which were two heaps of 
food, one of flour and the other of pulverized lean veal. At 
the end of ten minutes nine of the inseots were feeding on 
the seat and only on® on the flour, Speneer states that the 
insects beoame greatly eaeeited upon eontaeting the dried 
mmt and fom^t with their fellws for possession of it, 
fhe author is of the opinion that there is no eontradietion 
in these results of Spenoer, and Waicelaiid and Waters; f^at 
protein hunger in these inseots is sometimes aeute, but that 
it is quletty satisfied. 
In rearing the firebrat at Iowa State College rolled 
ifeite oats {«|u*lasr Oats 0o,), lean beef, dried and ground in 
the laboratory, dried brewer*a yeast (Harris Iiaboratories, 
®ael^ ®e, iraeroae, and sodiiim chloride were the in­
gredients of a highly satisfactory diet, fhe five aaterials 
were plaoed in the emltare dishes in seimrate heaps or in 
«»all i^ per boxes. While satisfaotory growth was obtained in 
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firebrats iNsared on rolled ©ats alone, it was fotmd that ad­
ditions ©f beef, migar, and jeast were markedly benefieial. 
In an experiiaent at 38®C., 584 tiny nymphs mostly in fourth 
inatar w«r© distributed in two series eonsisting of four rear­
ing Jars each, fhe details and the results are presented in 
fable I aM Fig. 3. It will be seen that the gains in wei^ t 
were smallest,and the decline in numbers greatest,with t^ e 
unsuppleaonted rolled oats diet; and that, of the additions, 
dried brewer's yeast was the most effective^  
fable I 
blowing t:he Eesults of fests of Various Diets upon the 
Growth ©f flrebrats froa the 10th to the 96th Day 
So. Final i Total;Aver- Conbinetl 
inseets iiunber:vei£^ts age average 
at Bletary (no water) of in­•: in :«ei^ts wei^ts 
start serts : mm. in in »««, 
48 lolled ©ats 17 :196.0 11,5 
48 Soiled ©ats 14 :120.0 8,6 10. S 
48 lolled oats. dried beef 27 1365.0 13,5 
48 lolled oats. dried beef 36 :S96.0 11.0 12.1 
48 lolled oats. dried beef. 25 *: 539,0 13.S 
sucrose • • 
48 lolled oats. dried beef. 30 :371.0 12,4 12.9 
smorose • • 
48 Rolled oats. dried beef, 21 :3SS.S 16,8 
smerose, yeast : : 
48 lolled m%a. dried beef. 28 s429,0 s 15,3 16.0 
yeast : t 
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1^ ® resmlts ©f mnsmecessful atteapfca to rear flrebrats on 
(trl«€ bodf alono and on paper glaze alone are already stated 
CAdaas 1933). 
learii^  experSaents have been eondncted to deteralne a 
basal diet for mtritimal stadies. 9h9 results based on a 
few Inmdred speei»ens reared in small groups are not conolu* 
sive. It was found that ih.e insects eould be reared from tbe 
egg to maturity on a diet eonsisting of the following (larris 
produets). 
irowth upon this mixture was about the saa» as that upon rol­
led oats alone, @i^ th upon this ndxture with the yeast omit-
ted was deeidedly inferior to t^ at upon rolled oats, producing 
BO full-grown aainals. 
As to the proportions of foods oonstxaed, the results of 
a test are presenteds a eoleny of firebrats was giTen aoeess 
to iMiaiwired quantities of roiled oats, dried lean beef, and 
gimnul&ted aia®ar. fhe aaiounts ccmsuraed were 470, 262, and 
31S «illlgra*a, res^ etlTely, 
fhe flrebrat is evidently an onnivorous feeder* Hungry 
firebrats will eat sueh irari^ i foods as cheese, hard butter, 
nut-»eat», allced apple, raisins and wilted lettuce. Fatty 
furified casein, •itaain-free , 
furlfied starch, Titaaln-free . 
@oaiplet^  smlt oixture . . . • • 
l^ ied brewer*s yeast 
• 20,& parts 
, 7i«Q parts 
. 4,5 i^ rts 
. 5,0 parts 
, • " :• 1 -I -I 
5 10 15 
Bm-wEmrv IN miiiigmms. 
Bar chart of data in last coltaam in Table I, page 86, 
showing the average weights of firebrats 96 days ol<^  
reared on various diets. 0., oats; E., beef; S,, cane 
sugar; dried brewer's yeast. 
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ausd watery atabatamees In the llqnld state, wtoen touclaed with 
the antenna, are strongly avoided. In eertain types of nu­
tritional studies the inieots mist he reared singly owing to 
oannihaliem, 
A detailed life-history of fheraohia deaaestica closely 
following the relaticaa of molting to de^ elopsent has still to 
toe worjtoed out. Brief eontrihutions have he^  aade by Oude-
mmm Spenoer {Wm, 1930), and Mans C 1933a and 1933b). 
So«e additional faots of ia^ rtsnoe in rearing aay be present­
ed here* At 3f®0, and other oonditions as reo«^ ended in 
this pa|«>r firebrats are leaaially Mature in about three 
Months and reaoh sise and wei^ t in five to six 
aonths. The life spaa exteiats upward of one and one-half 
years at this teaperature. Figs. 4 and S are drawn froa ven­
tral viiws of firebrats of first and ®ature instars respect­
ively, 
A few faets about tl^  Instars may be awntioned. In the 
first three instars firebrats are sealeless. In taae third in-
star the antennae, whieh are of utmost iMportanee to the in-
aeot^  in food-fiMing, already exeeed the body in length, The 
fourth ins tar nymiai bears seales and, on the ninth abd<»Binal 
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Thermobia domestlca. ventral aspect. 
Fig,4. PirslTTnstaFTl^  . Fig.5. Mature female (x4.6). 
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aegmemt a pair ©f aliort atyli. In the flftii ins tar these 
stfli l5®e©iH« elongated and deflesEed frcw the longitudinal axis 
mt the h#dy, and the toody seales are variegated so as to form 
& dark and light pattern. In the eighth instar the sexes can 
be distinguished by the developing genitalia, and it is at 
about this tiwe that the seeond pair of stfli appear. It re­
quires two or three aiore aolts to bring iiie ovipositor to 
fanotioml length, 
i^le it m&j be Miat eaoh instar during growth is defi-
nitelj i^ araoterised by eertain steps in structural develop-
wmtg ttoe identity of the instar cannot safely be baaed on the 
usual measurei^ nt# of h«ad*vidthSt etc. Insects of the saise 
ag® and instar s^ ow ^ eatly increasing individual variation 
in diwsnsions as they older. Moreover, in this soft-
bodied insect, there is considerable growth during the instar 
period. For eaawple, the avei^ ge «»tanotal width of ten 
njmphs nearly ready to melt out of the taiird instar was over 
nine pgr ©ent g^ peater than the average for ten nymphs just 
»olted into ^ is instar. 
Studies upon develop»&nt of individual firebrats are 
rendered dif^ cult by the hi|^  mortality in specii^ ns reared 
in solitude, Moreover, owing to their great activity, the in­
sects have t© be reiB^ ered inert before any minute examination 
can be aade. One hour in a refrigerator at 2®0, was found ef-
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f©cti¥@ in r®a4«riag yooag fl3?©lbpata motlonleaa so that they 
oould he ffl^ aatiped with am eye-pl©ee mtGT&smtev; although this 
wethod, for ©hfioas reasons, caa not he used without retard­
ing the deirelopi«Bt ©f the suhjeeted animal, 
the d«¥#l©pi^ iit maS. aoltlng between the attalnaents of 
sexual matfflPity and of p^ l^aetrie laaturity have not "been 
studied, Warn largest male on record, which had a length of 
12 milliMeters and weighed S4«§ ailligrfoas, shoved only two 
pairs of aM»i»al atyli, although other males have heen 
aeen with three pairs evident, females are regularly 
larger and heavier team the males and regularly acquire styli 
on seven"^  aMomiml segaeat before reaching m&Kimm sise. 
Ifee external »0asmr®i^ ats aM weights of firehrats fluctuate 
re»arkshly with conditiona of mtritlon and moisture. In 
speeiTOns suffering fr<m laclfe of moisture the abdosen may 
shrink as mush as half nosrol length before death. 
sex rati© in this species is evidently on© of theo­
retical equality, Tim ssas of the first nitm populations 
counted wares $08 »ales and 30S fesutles. 
Study of the sexual habits, which requires a great deal 
of patient observation, has been i»de by Spencer (1950), who 
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dl80©f#r#d til® peealiap method ©f spem transfer which replaees 
©©pBtlatlcm In this spseiss, and prohably in other lepisaatids. 
In oonfi»atlon ©f Spenoer^ s ohservations the following state-
ii^ nts i^ smlt frcsas inoideatal obsertratlons of «ie author, 
Firehrats have never been seen in oofmlation, but on the con> 
trarj, they have shown a »sa?lced aversion (doubtlessly assoei-
able with their fragile strmotore) for eontaet with each other, 
e^ danee, deaoribed by Spenoer in his nnpiblished tresis 
in whieh the mle deposits on the floor a spermato-
phore and the f^ »le ta^ s it into her genital traet has not 
been observed to ©o»pl©tion, b»t a pieoliar interplay of the 
anteiBftae between itales and females has often been observed, 
fhe presenoe of one to ^ ree whitlate, spheroidal balls of sperm, 
aboat in diaaeter, in t^ e 8peraatl«>©a of the reprodncing 
fesales has been repeatedly demonstrated* f5ie extmsion from 
the i^ nis on an etherised of a whitish globule whieh 
fulokly hardened into a spe»atoi^ ore«>like body, is mentioned 
as farther evidence. 
It Is olear ttiat the presenoe of sales is essential to 
reprodaetion* In en exp®ri»ent five feaales were reared 
sillily tmm: the egg aM plaeed nisMier oonditions at «ftxlch other 
females were ovipositing, fhmj attained evident seomal and 
graviip^ tri© mterity i®d were observed for nine aonths; bnt 
they prodmoed no eggs in the absenoe of sales. 
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AmthQT 6xp«a?la®at was »ade to <l®temiiie the ©ffeot upon 
©Yiposittng f®®ale® of r©»oval ©f males, k colony eontaining 
about oa® hmndi^ d ant fifty IndiTidmals of l>oth soxes was 
placed taiid#r oh«©i»vatioa at 34.S®e« for about a month. Dar­
ing this time ahout ©a© thouisaiwi eggs were reKOvod in cotton 
fro® this colony. A weak afterward tw«nty-two of the females 
were set aside in a aiailar en^ ironaent tmt without males, 
fh© decline in their egg-production is shown hy the data oh-
tained on the followiE^  days; 
4131 days SO eggs found in cotton 
7th ® i 64 w H B n 
13th » I 1 « " " 
19th » J 0 « « 
gSth « : © " 
All ^ e egg® collected on the fourth, seTenth, and thirteenth 
days hatched in due tiro, Ihea stales were replaced with these 
feaales egg production was resu»ed in a few days. 
anoth^ p experisent nine feaawiles which had produced no 
eggs during three week:# of segregation wore placed with nine 
fflales. Six days later SS eggs were colleeted freas this eolony 
and on the twelfth day, 10» e^ s. 
In order to deteoi^ ne the interval between tbie introduc­
tion of stales and the eoBBjencefflBsnt of oviposition two virgin 
fe®ales ahout ftilly grown were placed with two hitherto iso­
lated fflales in a smitahle enviroMient, On the fourth day fol­
lowing, six freate, whit® eggs were eelleeted and these, on 
Ineiitoatlon, proved fertile® 
fh© aetioas of ovipositlr^  feaales mj he mentioned. Fe-
Bftles abotit to oviposit »©*e exeltedly a^ otit over the surface 
of the provided pads of eotton hatting; the flexible oviposi­
tor, whi^  is usually oarried imrallel with the longitudinal 
axis of the body, is deflexM la a curve till the tip is quite 
at right angles to the bodj axis. She highly »ovable tip be-
eomes engaged in iaoessant ppobings of the ootton, fhe styli 
are also in motion, Qm role of the ovipositor seems to be 
the finding and enlarging of a hole in the eotton aesh for 
the reeeptlon of the egg, Ihen the deposition of the egg oc-
©urs the tip of the abdoaen is jp^ essed into the eotton. 
Whether the egg passes froa the tip of the ovipositor or from 
a slit at its base, Ctto'oui^  i^ ieh the spersatophore is be­
lieved to be taken in) refflains uneertain. 
One of the aost sensitive eriteria of firebrat response 
to stifflttli is the rate of oviposition. It has Xmen shown that 
flrebrats disturbed daily lay many leas eggs than those dis­
turbed only at longer intervals (Adams 19S3b), ®ae disturb-
ante in Idais ease included reiaoval of the open culture dish. 
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eontalnlag thM Insects, from the Ineubator to the laboratory 
table, the ©:mliange of eotton batting, the addition of food, 
and replaeement in the incmbator. In such treatment the fire-
brats, which retain laotionless a great deal \mder constant 
conditions, become higbily active, particularly if the air cur­
rents caused by the investigator* s moveaents, or his breath­
ing, strike the® directly. 
It is the belief of the author that a factor of prime 
liaportanee in the distrlbmtion and abundance of these insects 
it freedM from air-cu3went dis^rbanee. fhe Insects are well 
fettoiwn to abound in temporarily closed buildings in suimner and 
in warn storage ro^ s in which there is little htuajan traffic. 
In rooms such as kitctesns, which are mch irifeiablted, the in­
sects are seldom seen by day, althot^ h they say be seen there 
at night after the room has been still and dark for some hours. 
It is t«ie that the firebrat is decidedly negatively photo-
tropic (although mot nearly so ouch so as is the silverfish). 
Bat the responses to li^ t are slow, whereas those to air 
currents, j»rtlcularly where a sharp change of temperature is 
Involved, are marked by violent oiitbursts of running, Whe3?e 
they are protected in their culture dishes by use of the glass 
lids firebrats will carry on feeding, flifting, and oviposit­
ing in the noraal daylight upon the laboratory table. Spencer 
(1924), who has »ade most careful observations, states that the 
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ar© iiigislj negatively phototropic in the early instars 
hvLt later begin to wander out into the li^ t in search of 
food. He assoelates the appearanee of the inseets in day-
lighted roo»s with hanger, le is in agreeaent that the avoid­
ing response to air-emrrents is of major iaportance in the in-
»®ot*« systea of self-protection. 
only sipi of ^ egariottsmess noted in this insect ia 
a teadenoy, remarlsed both by Spencer and the author, for ttie 
resting insects to reaiain in a loose group in a certain part 
of their cage in spite of an apparent mniformity of conditions 
over a wider area» A ftilly grown firebrat, with a body 12 bsr. 
ia length, antennae 18 Ma», cerei 12 am., and ®Kiian caudal 
filiameat 1® wm^  -, is in need of more than eleven square ©enti-
ffisters of area in which to disport its parts. ®ie appendages, 
though readily replaced in aolting, are fragile and frequent­
ly brokenj the scales and bristles of the body are easily 
damged* When placed in a glass dish without paper to cliab 
upon ttie Insects run incessantly round and round the confining 
wall and, milling over ©ae another with their clawed feet, 
they quicMy erode aost of their scaly coverings. In viei'r of 
su^  fragility it is not surprising that a firebrat usually 
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shows avoiding resfjoases whenever it i« touched hy anether of 
ita kiBd, fo &i8 only sexaal activity and fighting are ex-
eeptiona. 
Fighting is a &mmon oocurrenee between hungry firebpate 
and takes two foras. fhe first is shown when the insect is 
feeding mpon a »orsel of food for which another coaipetea. The 
two inteets eomlag face to fae® elevate the fore parts and 
seem to clash with antennae, J[aws, palpi and forelegs. In 
some cases this seems to be little more than the attempt of 
one inseet to snatch food froa the jaws of another. Stich en­
counters are of only a few seconds duration, fhe second type 
of pttgnacloms activity is stiosm by a firebrat which becomes 
surrounded by its fellows in feeding, fhe abdoaen is twitched 
violently front side to side causing a rapid and effective 
seythe*li&e motion of ttie latewil cercl and caudal flliaments, 
lell fed flrebrats are not strongly caimlbalistic. e^ bodies 
of injured individuals are quickly eaten, bat healthy adult 
individuals are able to live together even tinder fairly crowd­
ed conditions without showing ouch mortality which can be at­
tributed to fels cause, iffnder pressure of starvation the 
ejEUviae are alaost entirely coasua^ d. Spencer states, how­
ever, that flrebrats are soiaetlaes devoured alive while molt­
ing, It is true that in these experiments, ^ ong firebrat 
populations of all ages, there has been considerable mortality. 
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t1a@ prlnarj causes of which have not jet been adequately 
studied. 
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III. ©ISCWSSIOH 
f&e mterial coBt«in®d In this paper is strictly iatro-
duetery aofi eagslorfttory in eimraeter^ i It is evident that 
aom ®f the rather ffiiseellaaeema tepiea have been given in­
tensive study here, la©h has been opened tip as a source of 
suggestions for further research* in the belief that lepis-
watids have a great potential value as labia^ atory aniaals for 
various biological studies. 
fhe future worker Is warned that an air-eonditioned in­
cubator is practically iadispensible in the rearing of this 
insect» wad that its fragility and elusiveness might be decidedly 
disadvi^ tageous in some studies. It »ay be, however, that the 
neceasitation of the inyeubator is a blessing in disguise, 
leMing greater exactness to Mie preparaticn of living aater-
ial, particularly for delicate experiments. 
It is hoped that this paper will not only stljaaalate in­
terest in the firebrat but also in other lepisaatids, A sim­
ilar technique for rearing lapisffla saccharina L» should be 
worked out, fhis insect according to Sweetaan {1934) can be 
reared at 28®e. and 90 i«r cent 1, 1. fhere is also the 
brown bristle-tall, gtenoleplim. Miich is soiw9(tiffies avail­
able ia buildings and seeas to require conditions similar to 
those for ttie ailverfish. 
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If. co»ei0si0»s 
1, Fir«TM?afe8 naj he i*©a3*e€ with ease in tha laboratory 
by til© fulfilatjat ©f eonditions stated in this i»iper, 
t, IRfei® firebrat lias been used siacoeasfully in exporiraent-
al si^ dies azad bas considerable pr&nise for this purpose along 
a naiaber #f lii^ es ©f research. 
3, In tifo respeets the firebrat is higihly tanusual: in 
its themopMlia and in its leethod ©f insemination (althou^  
it is probable that the latter ooeurs in other thysantira), 
Fixrther lasd detailed eonelusions, in a paper which 
chiefly reports aethods, womld seem superflmoas. 
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MWAHT 
fh& priaitlvely wingless inseets (Aptei^ gota) have been 
mTj little used as expeyinental animals, Bie uae of the c<Ha-
aon, houaeholi, lepisaaatids, the silTerfiah and the firehrat, 
it suggested, fh© firehrmt ia tix® larger and more tractable 
of the two, and has the reaarlaafele cdiaracteristic of being 
thenaophilic, Altaao«g^  fragile and slow of develoi^ ent, 
firebrats ha*^  proved excellent mbjeets for studies upon 
lepisBmtid biologj, insect toxicology, thermophilia and ther-
ffloplegia, and gregarine parasites, fhey are suggested for 
studies upon regewsration, embryology, gametogenesis, insect 
nutrition, and ani»al sociology. 
At Icwa State Golleg© firebrata are found associated 
with the heating ^ «te» which proTides nooks in the buildings 
and tunnels ifeere temperatures abo^ e prevail moat of 
the year, Wrm& about one Iwindred captuz^ sd specimens the 
author has reared «any generations, including thousands of 
descendants, oter a four-year period, %ie insects are reared 
in glass culture dishes containing plaited strips of paper, 
at 57®6. and a relative huwidity of aINJut 75jC, in moving air, 
and in seiBi-darlmess, fhey are fed upon rolled oats, dried 
lean beef, dried brewer's yeast, cane sugar and cooffion salt, 
each material being supplied separately, fhey can also be 
reared, but more slowly, upon rolled oats alone or upon a 
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basal diet ef stareh, easeia, aad "eoaplet© aalt mixture®, 
emppleaented witii dried yeast. Wwdmr fawratole conditions 
firebrats reaeh madam wei^ t in about five months, Individ-
mals ©f ^ e «s»b show increasing variation in their aix«8 
as ^ ej pasa beyond ttee e&rly las tars* fhere is evidence that 
iraich strwctwes as the s^ tanotiiffi grew as aiaiih as nine per cent 
in width dmrlng ibie third instar. 'Rie sexes cannot be dis-
tlK^ ished withomt atimite eaaiffllnatlon ttntil the el^ th Instar, 
Tkm males and feaales are abBDut e^ al in nt®ber. With regard 
to the sejeaal habits the writer agrees with Speneer that coim-
latlon is absent and th&t the fesmles take mp sftermatophores 
dropped by the mles. Balls of sperm have been found in the 
n^ltal tracts of feaales, fhere is no ovlposition in colonies 
trm whi<tite »ale» are absent and ovlposition ceases in a few 
days following the removal of sales. Ihen hangry, firebrats 
are fairly tolerant of moderate light, TOi.en protected by 
glass fr®a air-cmrrent« {which excite the® strongly) they feed 
and oviposit in the normal dayli^ t of t&e laboi^ tory table, 
fhere is evidence that tAiese inseets are soaiewtaat gregarions, 
althoiii^  laiey msnally avoid direct contacts with each other, 
flgh^ ting and canniballiaa occiir nMer stress of banger. 
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t, 
Th.® fireferat lm« long ^ >e©ii reeo^ lsed both in America and 
la ®i»0p9 as an ®xc®ptionally lieat-lOTlng insect, fhia has 
l3#en evident in its Tariona aajs^ a, PactoaM, in deseribing th© 
sp®«i«a in 1S?5, naraisd it Lepisffla doatestioa in view of its oc-
enrrene® ah©mt hearths in Massaehusetts, In Amsterdam, Oude-
mna (11^ 9) the bakers calling insects of this kind 
®Oir©nv©g®itj®a^  (littl© ©ven*birds), H© used th© suggestiv© 
mm «fel©h had be®n given to loropean firobrats by Rovelli a 
few years before, fherrosigthila farnoma, ®hi« ex©©ll©nt g©n«rlc 
mass was f©«md t© b© pi»e®e<mpi©d and th© nai^  13iermobla was pro­
posed by Berippoth in 1®90» lelAehlan <1394) fonnd firobrats in 
th© bakei^ hops in I,ondonj th®s© he ©ailed fherreobla fumorttm 
(Hov,), l8©h©ri<^  (1905) mi ted. th© Surop©an aM As©rican forms 
wbA&t th© nam© fh©rnobia deeestiea. Sp©ne©r (1930), after ob­
serving firetorats in their habitats in Canada, stat©d that th©y 
liv© at t«fflp©ratmr©s fro® 90 to 110®Fahr, (©quivalent to 32 to 
43®Sent,) In his Mnpiiblished thesis (1924) h© show©d that they 
reqmlr® temperatiares above 30®€. in order to thriv©. Ada^ s 
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after mttng SpeB»r»s w©rk and th® Mtiltftts of the lu-
seets in balMings in I©w«, reared them in greet mrabera in in-
mib&t#rs ©perete^ at 37®0, fhe present aeeeunt deals in acre 
detail wi^ the high, ffl«ditia, and low tesperatiare relatione. 
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II. BQm wmAL 'mummwMM miATiom OF iirsECfs 
wim spigiai. mwmEMm to Tm eoe» borir 
flie teaperatiire relations of inaoets have received a great 
deal of stuij whioh has resulted in sooe tentative generalisa-
tione* After exteaining the works of mmj authors, notably those 
of Qx&^ mam ClSSl, p,M-121), of Fierce {1916), of Sanderson and 
Peairs (1913), a«d of Sanderson {1910), who summarised the works 
of Bai^ aetjev (1901 and ItOf), certain genei^ l, or usual, 
features of the insect-teBiperature relations may be noted, 
first; at favorable hujatdities Bany insects, espeeially 
those of tera^ rat© soiaes, have their most favorable temperature 
at a point near this point is usually a little above the 
©enter of the rang© of temperatures at which the insect is 
active - th© ao-oalled effective range. Beyond this range, and 
beginning at highly varied points, are range® in which the in­
sect beeojses dormant due to cold or to heat, Dormancy, or im-
aobillty, due to heat ©oaaonly begins at about 38®C«; domaney 
due to oold coMbonly begins at points between 15®C, and 1®0, 
leyoM the tei^ eratures at which i^ re or less protracted dor­
mancy my occur are points at whlcObt even short exposui^ es are 
fatal, probably due to iiYeversible changes in protoplasm it­
self, Ihile no general value can be for the low fatal 
t©mi«irature the hl^  fatal tewperature, or tliermal death point, 
is cOMBOnly found to be very close to 48®0, 
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Wmi&m with th® filse«tsloB of the tempepature 
relatietis of the firetorat, which are quite uminu&l, and in order 
to e3E©3Bplif7 the temperature relations of inseets not particu­
lar Ij therBnaphileras, s©«e results of a study upon the European 
©om horer Pyraasta aubilalls lubii, will be oited. 
fhis study (Maas, 1930} was hegcm hy the author while as-
eiatant at the Pojaiaion IntoKologieal Laboratory at Chatham, 
Ontari©, Canada, It had been observed tdfciat during May and June 
there was fairly high mortality aaeng larval and pupal corn 
borers in the eorn litter lying upon the graiii-.fielda. Some of 
this mortality wa* attributed t® ever-cheating on bri^ t, hot 
daya« Soaie workers in ©hio had found a temperature of 120®]?, 
between the atalk and sheath in eom rubbish lying on the 
ground. CHttber, L, and others, 1928, p,184), To find out if 
sueh a teaperatui^  eould have killed any enclosed insects this 
laboratory stMy was undertaken. Full-grown ©ver-wintered 
larvae were used. It was found that temporary ifflmobility was 
produeed in twelve minutes i®aersi©n in water at 112®F, and in 
forty seeonde at 118®F» larva© were thereafter exposed to high 
temperatijypes on a eheeseoloth surfaee, in moving air of control­
led humidity, in a speoially devised ehamber. The results of 
on® test are given in detail, Ten larvae were exposed for one 
hour to slowly woving air of low humidity (bubble through a 
tall eylinder ©f sulfurie aeid ©f sf«^ eiflc gravity 1,55) at 
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1^ © larw© went into rapid activity followed by a state 
©f limobillty in whi^  there was no response to probing, e^y 
ree&rered at room teaj^ rature as shown in fable I. 
fable I, 
S&Qwiag the Heeovery of Soam Borer larvae fro® Heat Effects 
Hours aitier • « Ufholly Paa?tialiy Spinning 
exposure : inert imralysed silk 
0 
* 
* 
• 
• 7 3 
3 m m S 5 
@6 : 4 6 
12 • « 0 8 2 
m ! 6 4 
120 • • 1 9 
1 weelc S 
J 
1 9 
A similar teat was run using molsture-oaturated air at the 
saae teaperature. Four days after the exposure eight had re­
gained apparently noraal aotivity, one was partially paralyzed 
and one was dead. At 118®1P, one hour in moisture-saturated air, 
and two and one-quarter hours in dry air, (35 per cent R.H,} 
were fatal to all larvae eagjosed. An exposure of forty-five 
®inutes at 118®f. in air at abcmt S5 per cent R.H. was not 
fatal; at ltl®f. seven out of ten were killed in wry dry air and 
the three survivors never recovered the power of locomotion; and 
in aoist air all were billed. At ISS^ F, in dry air fifteen 
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mlzimtes was fatal to all larva# ©jEposed, 
Tk& greatar effectlTenisss of moiat air ia short oacposures 
to Isthal teiii»rattar@s was explained in two ways: it has great­
er theraal eondttotivity than dry air, and it prevents the in­
sert cooling itself by evaporation of body moisture, 
Wrcm ttoe above it was eonolttded that temperatures over 
IIS^ F, (about 48®6,) psrsistin^  for over two hours or occurring 
repeatedly in corn stalks Mig^ t be an important factor in the 
Mortality of contained larvae. Since, however, ttie insects in 
the field Imve an opportunity to raise their heat-tolerance as 
mmm&T mpppmchM, a need for careful experiments under field 
conditions to fm»ther investigate the role of hi|^  temperature 
in the natural control of ttoe corn borer was recognized, 
®&e favorable temperatures for the corn borer have been re­
garded by Suber aM others (1928) as centering around 27®C, 
fhe low temperataire relations are such as to pfgrait the insect 
to winter over in tti© com litter in the fields in Ontario 
where the air temperature goes well below the Fahrenheit sero, 
•17,S®€, teiy of the larvae used in the high teaperattare easper-
iments outlined above had been kept in an exposed place out-of-
doors in sa»ll, paper-filled, wire-screen cages during Pebruaj:»y; 
they revived quickly in th® warrath of the laboratory without 
any sign of mortality which could be attributed to cold, ®tie 
lc« theiroal death point for these corn borers was not determin-
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M ©wiiig to laek &t ®pi®ratus sufficiently i^ fpigerant. 
In th& cours© of studies carried on at Biacotasing, Canada, 
upon a ja©Ic-pine sawfly, IeQ<iii:>rion spa, (Tenthredinidae), the 
author ®ade ohaenrations on -Kbie effeets of low night tempera­
tures upon hroods of mature larvae clustered on pine twigs. 
fke larva© were observed to feed fairly actively at 12®C., slow­
ly at , and very little at 8®G, Mt the characteristic 
resfsonses to diaturhame, the elevation of the head and thorax 
and the extrusion of a sticky drop at the laouth, wa# perfora»d, 
although with extrews slowness, at 6,5®G, fhese larvae retain­
ed their positions upon the pine needles even in freezing tem­
peratures; hut 6®C, aay he regarded as their threshold of visible 
aetivity. 
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III. DEFlOTIOItS 
As S&.«i|^ an has shown the iKteraction of factors of temper-
atare aM moisture, together with the effeets of dally and 
seasonal fluetuatioma in these faetors, haa rendered the ecol­
ogy of outdoor insects hi^ ly complex. Many terms have come in­
to use such a« "effective temperature*', "absolute minimum tem­
perature**, "optiffiua temperature®, and "threshold of develojarant", 
whii^  seem to be rather ill-defined, ISo atteaiisfc ia made here 
to define tertas to be uaed with insects in general, but certain 
ter»a seem ve2*y commendable for uae In diecusaing the tempera­
ture relations of inaecta to bs reared in the laboratory, under 
controlled conditiona. 
1, thm Fatal laxiwa® ^ eaperature: the hi^  temperature of 
air iaaaediately about the insect, which, under conditions other­
wise moat favorable, will cause its death by an expoaure of 
just one hour, fhls is practically the same as the "absolute 
aiaxiwuBa" ©r "ultrwBaaciwam*' of various authors but bears a defi­
nite time value. 
2, MaxlKum Activative feaperaturei the highest con­
stant temperature of air iwaedlately about an insect which, un­
der ©oMitions otherwise »ost favorable, will Just perrait the 
insect to retain its power of locoaiotion, or equivalent strong 
response, after four hours of expostire to the temperature, fhia 
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tera is aew both in ciiaracfcei* and definition, 
3, IRie laximaa Coapletive femperattir©: the highest con­
stant t«ai»ratur® of air iramediatoly about an insect which, un­
der comditions otherwis® most favorable, will just permit the 
inseet to coaplet© its life-cyel®, without regard to the time 
factor, 
4, general Optlaum fiwperature: the temperature of 
air i»iediat©ly about an inseet which, under conditions other­
wise most favorable, will itself be "generally most favorable" 
to th® biological success of the insect and ita progeny, 'Kie 
quoted phrase comes froa Chapaan {3251, p. 43), It should be 
noted that this optiffloai is not to be conftised with the so-cal-
led ©pti»a at which various physiologic processes, or the life-
cycle itself, have greatest velocity, As loskins and Craig 
(]9S§, p»557|, and others, have pointed out, raaxiKum rate of 
growth is not "necessarily associated with maxlatum vigor and 
reproductivity". Sanderson and Peairs (1913, p.11) have de­
fined th© optimum as "the temperature at which the greatest 
number of insects will complete their stage, regardless of the 
tlMS factor", 
ffee Kinlffliam Coaipletlve temperatures the lowest con­
stant temperatwe of air iMsdiately about an inseet which, un­
der condition® ©t^ erwia© aost favorable, will Just permit the 
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inaeet to e©mplet© its life-cycle, without regard to the tiiaa 
factor, 
€• fb© linaMia Aetlvatlir© feapeFatm*©; the lowest tempera-
tur® of air laaedi&tely afeout mm. insect which, under conditions 
otherwise most favorable, will just permit the insect to retain 
the power of locomotion, or equimlent strong response, after 
four hoars ©f ejKposure to that temperature. 
7, fee Fatal Mlniwoa Tefflperature; the low temperature of 
air iffia»diat@ly ahout an insect which, under conditions other­
wise most faTOrable, will cause its death toj an e3cposui»e of 
Just one hour, 
Itewtoers 2 and 3, and 6 and 6, are not to be confused 
with the fflaaEinuai and Minimum "effective teBiperatures" of vari­
ous authors, A distinction of activative and completive mini-
waas is based upon the observation that insects are coiamonly 
able to perform loco»otion within a range of temperatures much 
wider th«i the range within which they can reT^ -oduce and com­
plete the life-cycle, ®bte use of constant temperature suggests 
the iapertance of this distinction. 
fh®' general opti»a» tea^ rature as here defined would 
be calculated fro® th® entire vital statistics of the individual 
or group, and generations of offspring. Such a point might in 
practice prove quite tedious to determine, ®he experimenter 
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with a strange liiseet ©ft©n wishes to toow at once what tempera-
tare h© ehtmld use In rearing it. A ready index to the optiimjin 
may be souf^ t by aeans of experiments upon the therraotactic 
responses of the iiidividml specimena. The temperature so in­
dicated. as preferred by the insects th^ selves may be ter^ aed 
the preferred temperature, or theraotactic optimum, 
8, fhe *1^ @rmotaetie OptiBium e^iaperatures the temperature 
which an insect is aiost likely to choose by thermotaotic re-
spoaaes when given access to a wide range of suitable activative 
enviroBfflsente ^ Ich differ only in temperature; or, for a group 
of insects, the mean point of significantly maierous frequency 
distributions of the animals, re^ ilting from their thermotaotic 
responses in a suitable thermogradlent» {In akewed distribu­
tions the modal point might be a preferable criterion^ ) 
®b.e ther3®otaotic optimum or moat preferred temperature 
for the firebrat as determined by the theraogradient studies 
below has proved to be a hi^ ly satisfactory temperature at 
which to rear tiie insect (Mams, 1933), It ie probable that 
with swch poilEilothermic anl«als as insects the average of the 
various ther»0tactie optima obtained with differing individuals 
and stages is never far differmt, as a point upon the tempera­
ture scale, from the general optimna. 
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If. ®FBBSMEIfS WPOH THE FIREBSAf 
Jm oM®a* t© singl® omt tejapepature as a factor, to deter-
aln® the preferred temperatures acciapately, and to measure the 
range of toleration, a thermogradlent apparatus suited to the 
pecmliai-ities of the firehrat was constructed. Its final form 
is represented in Fig.l, It is plainly a rather crude device, 
part of its merit lying in its inexpensive construction. It 
consists of a tin-plated sheet-aetal trough 48 inches long, 5 
inches hi^ , and 8 inches wide. It rests upon 2® galvanized 
iron aftieets two inches wider and several inches longer than the 
trou^ , held tightly together with screw-claa^ s. fhe whole is 
encased in a wooden box lined with asbestos end fibre-board in­
sulation, A TS-'Watt li^ t bulb for ©ontlnmal heating is mount­
ed inside the box at one end and a copper ©oil for water-cool­
ing when the roo® is too wara la arranged in the other end, 
fh© tro*^  in #ilch the insects are placed has vertical slid­
ing TOtal partitions dividing it into twelve chaBbers. Besting 
transversely on upper i^ Lges of the trough between the sliding 
partitions are glass lids with fibre-board covers. Each chamber 
is furnished with a s«all beaker containing brl:E^  with excess 
of salt (& device to greatly reduce the humidity gradient) and 
a corked flask of water In which to read the tempewsLture. A 
CoolinqCoil Air Space Exposure Chomber F = FlosK of Woter Asbestos cover Tin-plateci box 
/' { ! { \ 
51idmq 
Porliiion 
Aatoestoi Glas^ Lid 
Wooden Dox Galvanized iron sheets 5 = Beoker of brine Asbestos insulation 
Pig.l, Longitudinal section of thermogradient adapted 
for determining the thermotactic responses of 
the firebrat, Thermobia domestlca. 
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short Mi6i*Mo t^©a» ll®s tipon th© floor of on© of the chambers to 
oheek the reading thereia, lolled oata are strewn upon the 
thin, «st^ sto« 3«at which ©overs th© floor of the trough. 
la operation the apparatus is allowed to heat for about a 
day before the inseots are put in. fhe sliding partitions are 
set with th^ ir lower edges resting upon small blocks of wax 
which hold them about om-ei|^ th inch froa the asbestos mat 
leaving slits through which the Insects can |mss freely fro® 
chamber to chamber» fflie number of animal a used in the gradient 
at one tia© varied from twenty-tah.ree to forty-alx. It will b© 
seen that the apparatus is designed to provide living conditions 
for the insects over periods of days or weeks, Ihe floor area 
of any one chamber, S2 a^ are inches, is enough to accommodate 
nearly all the insects without crowding. It should be noted 
that the insects are xinable to leave the asbestos mat since they 
cannot cliab on the polished metal walls of this apparatus. Be­
fore th© readings are taken the vertical, sliding partitions 
are pressed quickly down through the supporting cubes of wax. 
®ie insects are thus locked in the chambers in which they have 
come to rest, fhe chambers are then uncovered and the tempera­
ture of th© water in the flask in each chamber, and the number 
of insects in each chamber, ar® recorded. 
In aecordanc© with the law# of heat conductance th© fall 
in tempemature from chamber to chamber is greatest at the heated 
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end and deereaaes outwaM Im a manner tteieh ean be graphically 
expressed hj a decay curve, IP© secure an even drop In temper-
atar© from ehaiitoer to eliamber wculd necessitate costly apparatus 
wltii separate thermostatic controls in ttie chambers. With the 
present inexpensive device ttie temperatJire of a given chamber 
was not constant from day to day. Ife© readings were made after 
intervals of varying length, fhe normal activity of the fire-
brat was depended upon to s®em*e distribution, The insects 
were obtained fr«® a rearing cabinet operated at S7®G, It can­
not be denied that some acclimatization may have been Involved, 
although tiiey did not shun an even hl#ier temperature. 
In this series sixteen satisfactory trials were run. Five 
of tiiem are given as examples in fable II. ^e Bconan ni^^rals 
refer to the numbers of the chamber®, fhm sum of the sixteen 
trials la given in the third colu^  of fable III, Each half-
degree reading has been combinc^d arbitrarily with the next 
higher whole degree ; this shift serves to offset the tezsden<7 
of hasty thermometer readings to be a fraction of a degree low, 
fwo other series of trials were run 8©im> months previous 
to the abovey using different specimens. In these the gradient 
trough was not confined within a box and an electric coll was 
used uaderneath the galvanized sheets, whlcfe were 18 inciuis wide 
and 60 inches long, 15 in number, insulated with strips of as­
bestos and flbreboard, fh® Inside of the trough was the same 
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f Aim I I 
Slowing fit© Ixamples of Piretorat Distribution 
in a ^ ©rmogpadlent 
TempBTmtwpB ; 
Gent, 
47,0 0 If 0 If 
4S.S 
46,0 : 
4S.S J 0 V 
45»0 I : 
44. S 1 f 
44.0 
4S..S 1 V 
43,0 1 
42..S • i 3 
42,0 
41..S 5 
41,0 2 
40., g t 3 
39.5 12 12 10 
si.o 
38,5 3 
sa,o 10 
37,5 12 
37.0 @ s 5 
36.5 14 • » 
36.0 14 8 t 
35. S 10 
Si.O 11 ! 9 
54.5 : 3 
34.0 9 9 ; 
33,5 • 9 i 7 
33,0 0 
32.§ s 3 S 
32.0 ! 
31.5 1 4 
31,0 t 1 * 0 XII 
30.5 : 0 i » 0 
30.0 s 1 
29.5 t » K ; 1 
19,0 t 
28.5 1 XIX 0 XII 
28,0 J 
27.0 : 0 XII 0 XII 
f#. -of fipiii^ rals® t 4i ' •  m 42 m 
Hours t(®!?w«©n i 
Tma&lmmm : 3 4 3 3 9 
I<eg©ads laa© iraaerala If, f, mA XII to partieular 
oti«a1&®ysia thm j^aaleat. 
fABm III 
Stoowing the Staas of Dlstribtitions of Firebp&ts 
Is & fherac^yadient 
, C«R%, ! 
mm 
12 trials 
Sasi ©f 
6 trials 
of 
16 trials 
Sura of 
aims 
« 
46 : 1 1 1 3 
m g 2 1 5 
44 s 0 2 1 3 
43 J 19 1 J 6 26 
42 $ m 7 24 71 
41 14 4 18 36 
40 s 55 : 15 62 132 
39 : 14S . ; 24 48 217 
36 s 21 : 43 65 129 
37 s m 33 : 73 136 
m : B7 i 6 : @2 175 
m t 12 ; 12 : 30 54 
34 s m 1 12 60 94 
. • 33 t 16 : 9 S3 48 
32 s 17 J 11 28 
31 I 2 t 3 s 4 9 
30 1 1 3 2 6 
29 s 0 I 1 1 2 
28 : 
: 
: 1 
• 
• 
0 1 
* 
• 
lMb®x> Qf Xna«®t8s 
: 
44 to 38 ; m to 24 4i to 23 117© 
200 
100 
CP 
30 40 43 
Degrees Centigrade 
Pig,2, Graph of data in last column of Table II, page 64, 
showing the sums of distributions of flrebrats in 
a thermogradient. 
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that th® flaalEs ©f watar w®p© omitted and temperaturoa 
rmM in aip on themoa®t®i*a tterast throu^  holes in the aides 
of the tTmi^  until th©7 toueh^  asbestos B»t, A slender, cot-
ton-plugg©d tub© of water for the inseets stood in eaeh chamber, 
feaperatures froa 25 to ©§®S, were obtained. The results are 
aumed in t^ e first and seooni columns of Table III, IRie fourlii 
eoluM is a sw of the «br©® series of trials giving the dis­
tribution of llfS positions taken b^  firebrata in the gradient. 
It is not ©laiaed ISiat this is an entirely free distribu­
tion sinoe onlj larelv® points in the to 47**C. range wore 
read at any ©a® time, AiA ther® was no systematie, and probably 
not eaou^  aoeidental^  shifting of temperatures along the 
gradi«at to give eaoh point of th® tewperatur® seal® an equal 
w»b®r of reeords, Koreo^ er, the Insects were obserTod to lag 
in responding to l^ es® shifts in tewperatuxMj, especially near 
taie ©entre of tti® ran^ . 
the eal<mlat®d arithmetic a®an of th® data is at 37,58®C, 
The larger miaber of insects recorded at 36 and 39®C, laay b® 
accounted for when it is pointed out that the firobrats after 
being placed in the centre of the gradient »ov® about for some 
tlae. Many 3Peaching td^ e ©xtreae ends before returning toward 
the centre. It seems reasonable that these insects returning 
frtm th© unfaTorable ©nds of the gradient would come to rest a 
little before reaching ttie exact centre of th® preferred range. 
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1% 1» ©vldeut tlmt tlie lus&ets if©p® at greatest ease in tam-
f®patup®s at and hetmmn M said 59%. 
Xt was iatex^ stin^  fee fiiifl in pi^ liainapy trials that the 
fir^ ferat admits as w«ll as th# eorn borer larvae *r©r« in aecord 
with th» generalisation that insects msually have their fatal 
MjEiraoffl teiaperatmi^  near 48®C. See fable f* In the tests up­
on firebrat adults iMaas, 1&S3} tifte inseets were plaeed , in 
lots of four, in an 0|^ a SO e»e. flask which was enclosed with­
in a stoppered glass Jar that contained saturated brine to 
stabilize the hwaidity, fhe themoaeter bulb was in contact 
with plaited bits of paper upon which the insects rested, IRhe 
whole was placed in a thermostatic oven, The surprising feature 
was the ability of the firebrats to endure ten hours at 47®C, 
witaiout ptralysis or dora^ ey, and a temperature of 45®C, for 
days wit&out appirent injury. As in the com borer, the sur­
vival was better in dry air than in »oist. 
In subsequent eatperiaents two colonies of about fifteen 
firebrats ea<^  which had been laying abundant eggs at 37®C, 
stopped ovipoaition in a day or two when moved to incubators at 
4S and 45®C, When contimed at these temperatures, those at 
4i®S, eventually resumed oviposition «feile at that temperature 
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thos# at did not. ©n being returned to 37®G,, they re-
suTOd ttoeir egg^ -laying in a few d«y», A few firebrata reared 
at 42®0. laid mmm egg* at tfaat teiai^ rature; but fii?ebrats ac-
custoi^ d to ovipositing at 42®C,, when mossed to 45®C. diseon-
tinued oTlfJOsltlon and did not resuBws it at this temperature, 
fhe hualditiea were those over eaturated brine, 
th& effeet of hi^  teaperature upon hatching tiae was 
studied. At 42^ 6. eggs hatehed in as few as 9 days. (Fig.Ji^  
At 44,5®G, and the humidity over saturated brine, of 200 eggs 
188 hatehed in 10 days, 8 hatched in a few days more and 4 died. 
Successful rearing froa egg to egg was obtained at 42°0, in 
seven weeks, at which tiiae the forty-eight animals so reared 
had a total weight of 410.6 silligraMs. fhey were reared from 
slxty-slx eggs, A few attempts at rearing at 45 to 46®C. were 
imsuceessful, only a few individuals surviving the early in-
stars. 
An investigatior of the fatal BMatiaa for firebrats in the 
second instar was eoMucted. I^ e nyaiphs were placed in groups 
of 10 in stoppered test tubes and lowered into a circulating, 
theraostatleally controlled water-bath, IPeaperature was read 
on a therfliCTieter thrust through ttie stopper almost to the bot­
tom of the tube, where the insects clung on strips of paper. 
Some of taie results are presented in ^ ble If, 
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fabl® If 
Whmlmg of Kxposixig Firebafats in Second Inatar 
ia Lots of fen to High Tempera tares 
Condition two 
daTs later 
cposmres 
tim : ®e. Condition of leaioval 
2 hrs,:46»5•46#8s Apparently m&rm&X 
» « 
« « 
18 lars,:46,4-47.0:1 ActiT©, om partly pstra-
; ; lyaed, 8 inert 
9 normal, 1 dead 
All dead 
40 BiSi®. :47,Q-4?»9:0 Acti^ re, S i^ rtlj para- :1 Alive, 9 dead 
: ; lyaed, 7 inert : 
168 Bins,! 47.8-48. S• All inert •All dead 
360 lali*?: 47.8-48^ g-All inert 
• • 
• • 
:A11 dead 
®3tr©e group! of ten animals were used» 
Ihile all the mortality here recorded aaiy not have been due 
to heat it seems evident that the fatal trnximam temperature for 
these second instar firebrats was around 47 to 48 C, 
Some scattered data based upon preliminary tests are pre­
sented here to iadic&te idie general character of the low-temper 
ature relations, 
Ihen a colony of firebrats including about thirty feiaales 
was Boved, with only sli^ t changes in huaiidity, fro® a temper-
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atmrt ®f 34.5®©,, at wlilcfe o'riposltlon was afetuadant, to 29,5®C. 
the egg pi»Gdmeti©«, after a brief pause, contlimed at about one-
fifth the foraier rate, Ihen, after two weeks at this tempera­
ture, the eolony was put at 24,§®C. the egg-laying stopi»d en­
tirely in a few days and did not recoaaienee. In this and in 
other experiments it is shown that althou^  feeding and the pro­
duction of gregarine eysts oontime to some extent at this 
teiBperature, OTiposition is stopped. Oviposit ion is resumed 
after the insects are returned to suitable temperatures, 
fh© minimua incubation period of eggs, which is thirteen 
days at the preferred temperature, was prolonged to two months 
at 24,5*^ 6, Sot only was there a high mortality in the young at 
this t©ffli»ratur@ but also the growth was extremely slow, Pire-
brats mature in three months at their preferred temperature but 
nymphs hatched at 24,5®S, were scarcely twice their hatching 
length in the same period of tiae. fhe minimum incubation 
periods on record are given in the accompanying graph {Fig,3). 
fhe results gare a surprisingly smooth curve. Such a curve 
might not be obtained if average hatching time were graphed. 
Simple tests with firebrats in flesfes iamersed in running 
water showed ^ at ttoey became wholly inert at 12®C, Sjrmphs in 
early instars ejcposed for two hours at 12 to 15®0, became inert 
but returned to activity after a few minutes on a glass surface 
at room temperature. Adults and nymphs were extremely sluggish 
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Fig. 3, Graph of the minimum ©"bserved 
incubation periods for firebrat 
eggs at various temperatures. 
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l>©tw®@a 15 aid Sie atamber of Individuals used In these 
and following tests varied from five to fifteen, 
larlj instar nymphs $md adult firebrats placed in open, 
thin glass dishes in & refrigerator at 2®S, for four hours re­
covered, with few exoeptions, normal activity within a few days 
at 37®C, Eighteen hours at this temperature was fatal to half 
the adults and most of the nyatphs eacposed, fhe early nymphs 
showed decidedly greater cold-reaistance than the adults in 
most of the tests• 
Igga freshly laid at 3?®e, and easposed for twenty-four 
hours at hatched with only a small mortality. Only two in 
fifteen hatched after a two-hour eaqposure at 2®G, on the third 
day of incubation. So eggs hatched after exposure to this tem­
perature for ten days, toder the jH»eferred conditions firebrat 
eggs are almost invariably viable. The controls in these tests 
Mtched one hundred per cent, 
A series of tests was run in which firebrats were exposed 
to moving air at -6 to -10%, While there were mirvivors from 
the shorter exposures, a one-hour esjposure at -7%, was suffi­
cient to kill all the adults and most of the nymphs exposed, A 
five-hour exposure at -10®0, gave a one-hundred per cent kill. 
It should not be overlooked that these firebrats were given lit 
tie opportunity to prepare physiologically for cold, The trans 
fer froa the incubator at 37®C, to these extreme temperatures 
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was interinipted by Offily a few hours at room temperature, fwo 
attempts to brlag th© insects alive through winter temperatures 
in closed, empacious jars in a screen-house, "by allowing them 
to hegin their exposure gradually in warm, autumn weather, were 
wholly unsuccessful, 
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?. DISOTSSIOI 
A tabulation of th® gist of this paper is presented in 
Table V, 
fhe experlBseats deseribed in this paper shew a lack of co­
ordinated plaxiiii^ « IRiis has been due to the fact that they 
wer® incldeutal to other Investigatiojis upon firebrat biology, 
ai^  were ofte» dlscoxmeoted in tliae and in p^ irpoae, fhls paper 
it Intended to bring together these miscellaneous results to 
fora a preliminary picture of the relations of tempwatures to 
firebrat lifej and, further, to introduce soae theoretical and 
practical aspects suggested by the author's experiences with 
corn borers, sawflles, and firebrats. 
fhe ability of the firebrat to live actively at tempera­
tures at whi^  leost polkilothermic animals are either killed or 
rendered c<mato«© and the rather abrupt appearance of a critical 
point near 48®0, indicates that intensive stady of this insect 
sight throw light upon the whole topic of high temperature 
tolerance and nature of death by high temperature. It is 
curious that the e^rwotactic optimum for the firebrat should 
b® so clos® to the normal temperatures of the human body. 
Ifee close linfc between the distribution of the firebrat 
and fairly continuous artificial heating is understood when one 
considers that it does not thrive at teaperatui^ s below 30®C, 
{86*^ F,) and that freesing tewperatures for more than a few hours 
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ar© fatal# It la evident that l®w temperatupe aii^ t have 
practical use in co»batting inseet a# a pest. Leaving a 
building tanheated for a few days in freessing weather is indicat­
ed as an alternative control Measure, It is also evident, and 
in agreement with the experiences of the author, idaat shipment 
of firehrats for scientific purpomea should take place only dur­
ing th® wana Months of the year. 
It may, too, be of |»»actleal isportance to know that the 
use of temperatures of SO to 60®C, ^ 122 to 140®F,) for twenty-
four hours or more, soaetimes r@con»Hend«d for the control of 
Insects of the household and stored products, would also be 
fatal to fteemobia d<meatica. 
It should be noted that the flrebrats used in the thermo-
gradient studies above had been reared at 37®C, and that their 
preference of temperature may have been influenced by acclima­
tization. On the other hand, the flrebrats tested at extreme 
temp®ratares were transferred quite abruptly from the favorable, 
to the unfavorable, conditional, 
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fl, GOSOIBSIOIS 
It asEf l>® eonelmAed tfeat, for l^ emebia: donestlea reared 
under faverabl® ©©nditions at 57®<#., and a rwlativ® liaatdlty of 
about 70 p«r e©at, tfe® tea^ ratur® r«latioa8 are about as fol­
lows; 
1, fh® fatal aaxiron temperatures for the flrebrat, 
ISJtoe thias® of most iiiaeots, are near 48 or 49®0eBt, (118 
to 120®fa!ir,), the older iudivtduals being the more re­
sistant, 
g. fee laaxlsuffl aetivati^ e tesfierftture, as here de­
fined, was v&Tj close to the fatal maximim, and varied 
from about 46 to 47*^ 0,, depending on the individual, 
S. fhe maxkmam eompletive temperature, as hero de­
fined, was between 42 and 4S®0., probably about 43®C, 
(109®r.), 
4, file i^ ermotactic ©ptiraum was about 37,5®C, 
(99«5®F,) for the mature flrebrata used in this study. 
Hearing exporiaents indicate that the general optiKum 
is close to this point. 
S» the miniiRiffi eoapletiipe temperature was between 
20,5%. and 24.©®©. probably about 27.S®C. {81°F. ) *rtiich 
incidentally is near the general optifflua stated for jsany 
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imseots. 
6, fh# ffllalaira actlvatlv® t«w|>0ratwe, aa here d©-
fl3a®dl, was near i5®C, ). 
7, the fatal lainimim temperatmre was indicated "by in-
ooneliisiw tests to be Jmst ti©i<»r -7®C. {19®f. ), the 
early ay«^ s usually proving more cold-resist ant than 
the adults. 
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?ii, mmmt 
flrebrst, giermobla demeatica (Pack,), has been recog-
nlK©d aa a heat-Io'^ lBg lna#ct ever sine© it beeame known to 
seienee ov©r SO years ago. It is restricted to hearths, baker­
ies, and other places where temperatures abore 30°C, prevail. 
In contrast to the temperature relations of the firebrat those 
of th© larvae of the corn borer, Pyrausta nubilalis Hubn,, are 
cited from unpublished studies. Th.e borer thrives at ordinary 
summer temperatures near 27^ C, e^ larvae were killed in labora­
tory ejcperiments by one~hour exposure In air at temperature of 
48®G, and survived prolonged exposure to tewperatures In the win­
ter of southern Ontario, Experiments upon the flrebrat were 
aimed at determining its maximugi, and lainimum, fatal tempera­
tures, the range of Ita preferred temperatures, and its therao-
tactic optimim, The latter is defined as the temperature the 
insect is most likely to choose by thermotactic responses when 
offered access to a range of suitable environments differing on-
Ij in temperature, A thermogradient was constructed the princi­
ple part of which was a metal trou^  divided into tranaverae eoa-
partments separated by narrow openings, i^ ch compartment was 
covered and so ©quipped that the insects might live In it in­
definitely if suited with the temperature. When heat was applied 
at one end a rough, variable gradient of temperatures was obtain­
ed in the succeeding eompartments, Pirebrats in such a device 
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showed that thej strongly avoided te»p©rat\ir©s outside the range 
©f 32 to 43®e. Iftie w&mR p®lmt of th© dlstplbution, which la 
termed the thermotaotic optlaam,was 37,5*^ 0, In other experi­
ments it was found that flrehrats would not breed at 24»5°C, 
and only very slowly at 29,5°G, Ofipositlon occurred at 42^ Q, 
tjut not at 45®§. Sggs «t , near the preferred temperature, 
hatched in 13 or wore days, and at 42®C, in 9 or more days, 
fhe life-eyele from egg to egg was at least four weeks shorter 
at 42®C, than at the preferred teatperature. In a variety of 
preliminary tests the i^ aphs of the second instar and fully 
grown firehrats were rewoved from their fawrable enviroimient 
in the incmhator and suhjeeted to extreme teaperatxarea. It was 
found that exposure to -7®C, for one hour, or to 2®C, for less 
than 24 hours,was sufficient to kill nearly all the animals so 
tested, Flrehrats can live for nmny days at 45®C. and adults 
can live actively at 47®C. for many hours, althou^  nymphs are 
slightly less resistant. An exposure to 49®C, for one hour is 
usually fatal to all firchrats, Itius the firebrat, so excep­
tional in its ability to live actively at 4S®G, for days, has a 
therra&l death point just under 50®0. like the European corn 
borer and 3mny insects tested by others* 
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IX. 
eoRStrmctlon of tlie th©iw>gr«dl«nt used In thia in­
vestigation was advised and aade possible by I>r, Carl J. I>rakey 
waa in eharg® of tiie autlior^ s ent€«>logieal studies. The 
helpful eritleisms of Dr, J, Fraid^ lin Teager, Dr. G, H, Ricb-
ardaon, and Br, Mmrrj' H, lai^ t, are gratefully acicnowledged, 
fhe plate ia the work of Has Huth IDudgeon, Stenographic as-
aistanee in armnging the text and tables was given by Mies 
Seulah Saxter and Mrs. Ruth Saith, 
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la a is'evioai! paMieatlon CMaas and fravia 1935) two new 
apeeies ©f aeptat® gregaplnea parasitie in the firebrat, Ther-
aebia domestiea (Paelpai^ ) (fbyaanmga ?. were briefly described un­
der the names l»epiaa»toi>hila thei^ biae and golepiwaa tophi la 
wataonae» C^nthe present paper additional material is presented 
bearing upon th© bi©l©gy ©f these protozoa and their relations 
t© their insert host, fhe aim of these attadies has been to ex­
plore th© general features of the problem and to establish soae 
basi© facts and siethods helpful to further research. 
It is believed that the firebrat and its gregarines are 
particttlarly well adapted to experiaental use by ent(Maologiats 
setting out to study th® ©baeure problem of ^ egarinosis in in­
sects; and likewise by protozo©logists comeraied with certain 
problema of gregarine biology, 
fhere remains a eonsiderable variety of opinion among var­
ious authors as to the best classification of th© Telosporidla, 
It is ge33®rally aeeepted, however, that the gregarines, in con­
trast to th© coceidia and haemosporldla, form a natural group 
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in wMeli til® troplioaoltes &tb extriieellular, the zygotes 
mp# and th® sporezoites ar© enelos«d in a sporoeyst, 
gregarines are divided by Leg^ r- Into two groups; tlie sohlzo-
greg&riats, in i^ toich seMzogony occarsj and the eugregarinea. 
In whieh soiilzogosy doss not ©ceur, 1^ © ©ugregarines are fur-
tto®r divided into two groui® itoich ha^ ® b«en variously nawsd toy 
different amtliors, fh® mass given by lAnkeeter in 1885 and 
adopted by gliatia (3.924 a®td 19S0) are also adopted her©, Ae-
cordiiig t© this seh^ ffl© Hkie first of these (Aeephalina, Mono-
eystides, ©f other authors) is Haplocyts Lankester and the sec-
CCiephalina, ?©lycystldea of other authors) Is Septata Lan­
kester. flie tera '*«®ptat® gregarine" is here used to designate 
a eugregarine in which th© endoplam of the troi^ osoite becoaes 
divided into two portions (protomerite and deutoowrite) by an 
©etroplasaie septua, 
fh9 terns for structures and processes of the life cycle 
confoiTO with those in general use for felosporidia, for the 
most jp^ rt originated by Schaudinn, For convenience, the word 
s^pore*' is employed for the sporocyst with its contents, and the 
word "cyst" for the gasMstocyst witJi its c«»nteats. For the 
brief stage in which the developing parasite is neither a sporo-
soite nor yet a two-charfsex^  troi&ozoite, the term **pi»e-8eptate" 
is pr©p©s#d. 
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II. TSE mfmATwm woi siPTAfB mmmima 
A sxu^ mj of th© literatur® tipon spoi^ ozoa to th.© end of 
19iSS shoars that tfeere are at least two liundred publications ex­
tant wliieh eontaln original data upoa the septate gregarinea, 
A biblio^ aphy upon tl^  eatire gregari»e group arranged accord­
ing t© fears, datimg fpom the time of Redi to 1903, was com­
piled hj Lihe (1904), The ppineipal treatise upon the septate 
gregariae® is the "Sjnopsis of the polyeystid gregarines of the 
world" by Watson Cltli) and Watson-aiMi (1922), Itost of the 
literature up to 1914 is listed in these monographs, although 
soBi® mn-'tmxQmmic works are oaitted, fhe purpose here is to 
present a sur'tey of the TOre important contributions of the 
past twenty years together with soiae of earlier date not listed 
by latson-Ka«, Many papers which see® quite unrelated to the 
present study of firebrat gregarines are left uiaasntioned. 
A*., 
4s stated abo^ e the atonographic work by Minnie Watson Kaam 
Cappearii^  in two imrtss Watson, 191$, and laian, 19^ ) constitutes 
the principal ©oaprehensive work upon the species and classifi­
cation of septate gregarines, Ifcis author has collected and 
re-written within the compass of a handbook the descriptions of 
the iaaowa species and has re-drawn hundreds of figures from the 
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mricwis asitiiora. fh®r@ are chapters tipon the aorptoology and 
t>i©logy of ^ «garia®», h©st-par&sit© llsta, bibliographies, and 
a glossary, fhe first voliuw eoYers the species from Myriopoda, 
OPthopterajf and eoleopteraj sJid the second, the species friMi 
hosts in the rest of the aniaial kin^m* Of especial value Is 
the classification of the genera of cephaliae gregarines, with 
type «p@ei©B desi^ Mitted. (About fifty-seven of these gemra 
clearly beloag to ^ e Seftat%) 
Of particular Interest is Kaaaa's treatment of groups which 
are apparently transitional between th® non^ septate and the 
septate gnsgsrines# Sucai are the l(eei;;^ inidae and Polyrhab-
dlaldae, fMallles ereated by foaam for certain primitive epi-
aerite-bearlng forms parasitic in polyohaetes. The first of 
these families consists of non-septate foras (which have since 
been included in th® laplocyta by Shatia, 1930), and the second 
consists of more or less ppimitive septate forais (which aaist bo 
included in W&m Septata), Since the most hig^ ily complex greg­
arines are foimd parasitic In th© higher arthropods, which are 
cowjonly regarded as evolving from annelid-lllEe ancestors, KansjB 
sees here an evolutionary parallelisa between parasite and host, 
this view is further strengthened by the closely restricted 
distributions of certain gregarlne gemra in certain arthropod 
orders, 
Itespite its many typographical errors and small Inaccuracies 
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the work Is an Invaluable manual for those en-
gag®# in studies upon gpegarlnes, 
Slnee the appearance of Kaaua's monograph over a dozen 
genera and aany new speeiea have been established by various 
authors, the largest contrlbutlcms have been made by Pinto 
Cl9t2) ai»i Tsvetkov Cl9£9)» Senry C1&S3) has created a new fam­
ily, Kofoldinid&e, to receive a new gregarine from a teirmite, 
fhe systeimtlc positions of several new species have been left 
uadeelded (fincent, 1924, »!)# *o general revision of the 
Septata has been attempted, although soia© recent contributions 
have been incorporated into text-book treatments (Doflein and 
lelchenow, 19S9, and Calkins, 195§), It is the opinion of the 
author that a great deal of co-oi^ inated study should be put 
upon new and known gregarine material before another revision 
of iOie group be attempted, fhis attitude is based upon the ob­
servation that for very aany species the eysts and spores, so 
important In taxonomle diagnosis, are unimown. 
Sie mealwora, ^ enebrio aolitor L, (fiSoleoptera), an insect 
of world-wide distribution In stored cereals, has proved a rich 
&xA convenient scmrce of gregarines for use by those Investi­
gating gregarine biology. Ihe following parasites have been 
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©"btained froai Its digestive tract, 
#geg:arina polymorpha CHaia, ) Stein 
Sreicarina cimeata Stein 
Hre^ arina st®ini Berndt 
Steinia ©yalis (Stein) Leger and Bubaseq 
Ophyfoeyitls ateanill Leger {A soMzogregarin®) 
Following tlb® eontributlons of earlier authors have come inten-
aiv# stMies of the aorphology and physiology of mealworm 
gregmrines hj Kuschakewitseh (1907), Schifftaan (1919), Mflhl 
(1921) stnd lilojsiri^  <lf24), fh® last mentioned dealt particu­
larly witaa the origin of the ga»©te nael®! of 5, cuneata. 
Jfoyet-Imtergn©, In a series of lepers api&©aring between 1924 
and If31, has dealt chiefly with the cytoplasmic features: 
ffiitochondria, Oolgi apparatus, lipoid bodies, etc, from various 
cephaline gregarines of Seolopendra and fenehrio. This author 
has Investigated the eirldenees of sexual differences in the 
sporonts as revealed "by vital staining (1926) ; he has shown 
(1931) a correlation between the oxidation-reduction potentials 
and the sexes of the sporonts, ley (1931) has continued this 
work, malting <pantltative laeasurenients of these potentials by 
ffiiero-injections of Glare's dyes into the sporonts, 
Sokolow (1912!) carried on an extensive series of tests of 
the effects of various concentrations of various electrolytes 
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upon motion in gregarineg, A large number of species of septate, 
and other, greg&rines were tested, including most of those 
mentioned above. The effects of unfavorable temperature and the 
temperature tolerances of these jmrasites were also tested, 
A few authors have stated their methods of cytologieal 
technique in detail, notably Mihl (1921) and lay (1933). These 
authors and Sokolcqr (above) have given mu^  attention to the 
controversial problem of gregarine movement. Ray, after study­
ing th© iwjvements of Stenophora khafnendrae in saline containing 
carmine particles, agrees with Watson (1916) and earlier autJiora 
that the atotion is a result of waves of fibrillar activity, the 
mieous exudate serving in traction. 
fhe problem of the effect of gregarines upon their hosts 
has been reviewed and discussed by Watson (1916: 16*20), e^ 
same author itMom 191*7, 1918, 19S0) has published the results 
of three studies of Hi© relation of gregarines to host tissue. 
The forms Stenoiiiora laetaria latson and Qei^ loidoiphora del» 
phinia Watson, in which developsent is intracellular, were foun^  
to have distinctly injurioua effects upon the host tissues, 
each trophozoite destroyini? one to many cells. In cross-sec­
tions of epitheli^ M parasitiised by the latter species she noted 
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"small toafTOn aspeas'* apimrentlj prodtieed by tli© destinictlon of 
gpompa of e®lla, la contrast to this was th« effect of 
•0re^ imrlaa rlglda {Hall) Ellis upon the intestinal epithelium of 
the grasshopper, Melanoplma differentialia Uhler, Here the 
parasite does not penetrate the host cell but develops an epi-
merit® which is thrust between cells and serves as an anchor­
age, fhe cells adjoining the jmrasite are pushed aside by its 
growth but thej d© not seem to suffer other than mechanical in­
terference. i^s agrees with the conclusion of Seidlecki (1901) 
who regat^ d the effect of another extracellular gregarine, 
Mna C?tero0e|fealus) Rracilia 0rebneckl, thus: "II ne provoque 
dans l*4pith^ liua des ehangeaents p\ireraent m^ oaniques". 
Jofet-Lftvergn© fl92S) working with the saa© parasite found that 
the mlla of the host (3eolopeadra ciagalata Latr,) which were 
close to ©le eephalonts were abnoraally rich in lipoid bodies, 
some of which attained diameters of two microns, similar to 
those found inside ^ e eephalont. He saw this as a response of 
the cells to stiroilation by the j»rasite. Since he found a 
similar condition in cells of this host jmrasitized by Adelina 
diffiidiata. (Schneider), he siiggested that lipoids aay have an 
important role in host-parasite relationships generally, 
So case has been found in the literature where the effect 
of gregarinosis upon the general well-being and longevity of 
the host ha# been measured. Sumner (1933) after rearing larvae 
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©f thm aealwom (TeiietoriQ molitor) was of tlie opliiion that 
those gpowa tr&m the #gg, in Petri dishes, hj themselves, grew 
leas rapidly than those grown aaoi^  the gregarim*bearing adults, 
fhia not© would he more eonvlnoing if haeked hy experiaents to 
prove that the adults do not, in aoae other way, effectually 
alter the environaent of the larvae hy their presence. 
It is ppohahle that carefully controlled tests of the ef­
fect of gregarines upon the health of their hosts have not yet 
heen i^ rforMd, Various authors, after ofeserving or rearing 
insects in liie course of gregarine studies, have stated that 
they saw no outward impaia^ nt of the host. Such was the con­
clusion of llunck (1923) upon the gregarines of dytiscid larvae, 
of Henry (1933) upon certain gregarines of temitea, Vin-
Ctnt amde the interesting discovery that, although many 
of the cells of the intestinal diverticula of the beetle, Ano-
biUBt psiniceaa contain symbiotic yeasts, those containing the 
epimrites of FyadLnia aaobii Tineent did not, e^ stated that 
heavy gregariMt infection over a period of five years had not 
seemed t® l»pair the health of the insect culture. 
Of particular interest is the work of Kowlin (1922) who 
has correlated the life-cycle of the g|*egarine, Schneiderla 
aetajBorphosa Howlin, with the metaaorphosis of its host, Sciara 
eoproiailla. IKie parasite undergoes a polycystid developiBsnt 
within the epithelial cell of the host larva; a non-septate 
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spopoBt ea©rg#s frm th© e®ll and d«v©lopient proeeads no fm»-
ther mntil th® pttpatlom of the host, duriisg which the sporonts 
unit® In cy«t-forffl»tlon, fhe fors^ tlon of spores is coapleted 
is the ftdalt flj. 
lush 13,932, 19S5) h^ s applied statistical theory to the 
measurement of gregarines, le oontends that in the diagnosis 
of gregarine species, the addition of data upon the relative 
(l^ terogonio) growth of the parts of the aniiaal would greatly 
increase the walue of ahsolute aeasurements, 
fSh® details of the exogenous deirelopaent of gregarines are 
highly various. In Eeldyana siwicies Watson (1916, p,39) has 
©hserTed gaaietoeysts^  frm Vh® earliest stages of foliation to 
the point ^ ©re spore-dmsts are already formed, all contained 
within the intestine of the host. Saith (1929) states that the 
cysts of fettifgoaospora Cgooeospora) steaopalmitti Smith show no 
close correlation between age, with reference to passage froa 
the host, and the stage of nuclear develop®ent. It is evident, 
however, that, in the majority of gregarines reported upon, 
the cysts are extruded i^ ile the contained gaaetocytes are 
still separated by a hyaline layer. In such eases the period 
which elapses between the passage of the cyst and the dehiscence 
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of the spores varies greatly in different gregarinee, and under 
different conditions, Ghakravarty (1934), in India, foiind that 
this period for Stenophora elllpaoidi Chak, was two to three 
days, Baviamlt (1929) fomral the cysts of leldyana et>hestriae 
Bav, maturing in three to four days. As will be shown below, 
the author has fcwind temperature a very Important factor in 
these processes, 
©le ffloistur© relations of gregarine cysts have received 
little attention, lllis (1914) presents a very interesting ac­
count of the ability of the delicate cysts of Styloceiidaalus 
giganteus lllis to survive desiccation, e^n kept in water 
these cysts gradually turn frm white to gray and finally to 
black a»d extrude their spo^ s in ei^ t to ten days, Ellis al-
l€«red these fre^ , white cysts to dry and shrivel for nearly 
five months In the dry, heated air of his lab®?atory in Colo­
rado, Whmn i^ placed in water these cysts ppoaptly swelled aM 
proceeded rapidly with 8p©re«-dev#lop»eat, 
A few writers have reported upon lengths of the life-cycle, 
Salth (1929) fouM that feeding carnivorous crickets, of the 
gemis St©nopal»^ tu8» with apple produced a purgative effect, 
»sklng for rapid extrusion of gregarine cysts. He was able to 
secure passage of the parasite through the host in as little 
as twelve days alth«|p^  the average time was twenty-three and 
one-half days. Allowing ten days for the exogenous processes 
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th® period ©f th& lif««eyel© @f fattigonoaioora stenopalmati was 
tlion about tlilrtj»tlir®# days, 
fh© sporo of the grogarin© is msually regarded aa th© most 
rssistant form wMeh gregartne protoplasm asstaBss, Smith (1950) 
found that th® spores of the abov©-»®ntion®d gregarin® of th® 
eriek»t lost their Infective power between five and six wee^s 
after ©soap© from the eyat. ftoe miaber of spores per cyst was 
placed at five thomaaad, 
A®oag the mlieellaiaeottS papers is the first reeord of a 
gregariii® froa Hyweaopteraj «^ittia aad Setxia (1924) desoribed 
l^ eldyana agrloQopft©, trm a earpeater bee. Sesse (1926) has re-
vi€»wed the gregariaes ^ ©wiag aeoemdary se^psentation, Keilin 
(1927) has shown th© biotic position of eertain gregarines in 
the faima of a horseehestnwt tree. A a©st tmusiial gregarine, of 
uneertain systewatie position, has been described, by Hey and 
€hakramrty (19S3), froa a diplepod. In this form the sporonts 
entering into eyst-foraiation teaiporarily interlock with each 
other by laeans of forking tails, or pseudopodia, and there is 
a large, single, spore-duet (Monoduetus). 
Ihe gregarines (all septate) whi<di have been desoribed or 
reported frea raembera of the families Maehilidae and I^episaat-
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Ida© are list@4 here, together with their hosts; Hyalospora 
affinis A, Selmeider, from Maehilla oylindriea E, Qeoff.; gyal«-
ospora rQago^ i&na A, S^ neider, from Maohilia ateritima (Leach); 
Qrea&rim laigenoide® (Uger) 'LahM, from Lepisma saocharina 
Mnii, J Sragariu® "A", Ooniwail, from Lepiama species; Ch*0garln« 
®B", Cornwall, from I^ plsm species; I^ piamatophila theiTBObiae 
Adams and 'FraTis,. frc® giermobla dlogestica (Pack. ); Oolepisma-
tophlla w&taoaae Adams ai¥i fravis, from Theraobia floBieBtica 
(Pack.), 
fh® first three laembers of the aboire list are discussed 
by Watson C1916, pp.122, 166) and Kaffim (l©g2, p,54); the last 
two are subjects of this piper. The gregarinea reported by 
eornwa},! (1915) do not appear in th© protozoologleal literature; 
they deserve special laentlon here. Cornwall worked with an in­
sect in India, which he took to be Lepism sacoharina but whose 
identity he was not able to confirm. In the course of studies upon 
its biology, he found two species of gregarines occupying th© 
anterior j^ rt of the ventriculus in most of his specimens. The 
two were widely different in character. He termed them "A" and 
•0' « 
Tim facts regaining these parasites, based on Cornwall's 
data and drawings, aay be briefly re-^ lewed. Species "A"; 
trophozoites, large, mslly visible to naked eye; deut<»aerite 
elongate, conoid, wider than the thimble-shaped |^ oto®erlte; 
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til® ©pimerlt® large and globular, containing a delicate trans­
verse septxim. Sporonts solitar;^ ,^ Systs glebular, becoming 
shrivelled, darkening as spores mature. Spore black, with thick, 
rinelj pitted sporocjst; elongate oval, with greater curve on 
one side than the other; dehiscing along the line of lesser 
curvatureI escaping in convoluted chains from the ruptured 
cyst, fh® septa, between deutomerite and protcaaerite, and be­
tween protomerite and epiaerite, are described as quite marked, 
fhe trophozoite la figged as ©ceupyiag a deep cavity in the 
epitheliuai; the epirorlte is thrust nearly t© the basei^ nt 
brane and the pr©t««erite crowds the surrounding cells. The 
spore is described as having in the c^ ter a globule, and in 
each end four shapeless sporozoites, 
fhe species Much smaller than "A", frophozoites 
roundly heart-shaped, with a long, acieular epiaerite arising 
from the epargination aj^  penetrating l&e epithelium to the 
basement mejabrane. Spo3?onts "assuaie peculiar shapes in the 
course of intimate association with eacSh other without actual 
fusion". Cysts tiny, just visible with lOx lens; remainijig 
white and dehiscing white spores, in chains, from spore-ducts 
which are about as long as the diameter of the cyst. Spores 
about four microns in length and tw© microns in width, synaaetri-
cally curved, amd o^iaeed end to ead. Early trophozoite entire­
ly Intracellular, causing hypertrophy of the cell and distortion. 
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of th© micleas. 
Spesies is wry evldeatlj quite unrelated to Leplam-
tophila and OoleplSBiatoiplilla; but it is equally evident that 
species "A** lias aost of its clia^ acters much like those of these 
firebr&t gregarines. Both ftnd are quite different from 
Hyaloapora, in which the sp^ oronts are narrowly cylindroid, and 
from Grefgarina. in which the aporoats esdilbit typical syzygy, 
An investigation of these foiroa by a worker fainiliar with 
gregarines would undoubtedly bring forth two new species, if 
not new generaj^ and mich iraluable inforaatlon. 
Qregarines from the firebrat have hitherto been observed 
by at least one Investigator, Spencer (1935), in a priTOt© 
coisnftmication to the author, stated that in his firebrat cul-
turea gregarines had at firat be«n abundant but that, with the 
passage of a few years, these parasites had become very scarce 
and had seemed to occur only in the ill-»0a.ri«hed specimens. 
Spencer did not identify or describe these forais but confined 
his studies to the host. • 
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III. Jkm 
jS,. <af Me 
?Rie eultlmtion of flrebrats, IRierB^ bia domaatlea <Paek,), 
tfflAar eontitioas ©f eon trolled temperature and moistiire, has 
heen itai^ ried on at State 6ollese fer a njsaber of years. 
Ifee Mology aaad methods of rearli^  have been outlined by Adams 
Cli53). 'Tkm (mlturea were found to contain two species of 
gregarii^ a itileh were described in a iMCief paper by Adams and 
fravis aa4 designated as types of two new genera for the 
family #p®g«riaidae, fhe fir«t«Mit proved t® be a very satis-
faotory host animal for laboratory use and experiments upon the 
biology of its gregarines have followed, 
file external siorphology of lepismatids has been describ­
ed by Isoherich Cl90§), fee aouth parts ai?® a generalized, 
windibulate ty|», raaxillary and labial palpi are well de­
veloped. ?fee sehlerofcized teeth of the mandibles are effect-
ive in st^ rapli^  food-bearii^  Cand spore-bearing) surfaces, and 
for carryl^  detachable worsels of food, A pair of salivary 
glands in ttoe thorax are in cOiaBamication with the buccal cavity 
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and doubtlessly laaT© an important rol© in tli© taking of dry food, 
tbe aliiaentary canal is only ali^ tly longer than the body 
(Fig,10). thin-wall®d crop ©xteading throughout most of 
the thoraeie region makes up ahout half the total length, f^ iis 
organ is usually distended with a watery fluid containing food 
particles in suspension, the orop, when disaeoted out in 
saline, persists in a rhythmic peristalsis. The muscular pro-
Yentrieulus ©r gizzard contains six schlerotized teeth. There 
is a constriction at the region of union of fore-gut and mid-
gat. 
fim irentriculus makes up a greater jmrt of the remaining 
length of the foM canal. $he short, rounded, caeca usually 
mi®b©r ahout fourteen, 'Kiey coaiiBunicate freely with the main 
lumen and say be directed forward, laterally, or backward, in 
tto© body of the aatoal. The cells of the ventricular epithelium 
ar® deeply eoluaiar in tdae ©aeeal region but becosie shallower 
aad ffiore evenly placed in the middle aaad posterior portions of 
the ventriculus, Itos, posterior to the caeca, the cross-sec-
tional outline of the epithelium becoi^ s smoothly circular. A 
peritrophic aeabran# separates the food bolus from the epithel­
ial cells, providing a space for parasites. The ventrlculus 
boc^ es more muscular in the posterior half and here peristaltic 
bands are noted in living specimens <. 
Bie lalpighian tubules are few and very long (10-20 lam,), 
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fe© Is slao3?t©r than the mid-gut and the i»ectal epi-
©^llua i« throwa up in six weak felda. 
Ifethods ®f rearing the host a3?e diseuesed elsewhere 
lAdoais 1933), la erder to maintain eolonies of firehrats free 
fro® gregarta€e@r with one or the other species of gregarine 
im pure culture it is neeessarT^  to prevent eontamiuation by 
unwanted spores, lastruments and eontainers are disinfected by 
exposure for am hour or more at 80®€, or by wiping the suspect­
ed aurfacea with strong ethyl alcohol, fhe largest culture 
dishes used are about eight centimeters in depth and of various 
diameters. ®ie lids are placed on, but they are slightly rais­
ed by wire support# t® permit circulation of air. 
Firebrat colonies are inoculated by Introducing spores 
aixed wi^  their fewjd. Infective mixtures are pre|3®red by shak­
ing together cereal food and feces fro® infected animals, 
Ihere a firebrat is to be infected, and observed, singly, Wie 
insect is starved for a few days and then presented with a 
fregi^ nt of a rolled ©at bearing a known number of spores, For 
such studies small, deep Petri dishes are satisfactory. 
®ie collection of gametocysts is facilitated by housing 
Infected aniuals in a chianey-like glass cylinder containing 
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roosting sheets Csheets of paper plaited and stood on edg© ao 
that th® plaits are TOrtlcal), Ifels devlee stands In a shallow 
dlah Into which the feces drop, Bie transfer of the cysts is 
facilitated if l^ ie tip of the needle hears a moist film of in-
aeet haeaolymph. 
In stttdjlng the trophozoites in Titro it is important to 
completely remoTe them from the tissues of the host {which 
qmickly patrify) and lafflerse them in a fluid of suitable toni­
city, which, for these species, is a one-per-cent solution of 
sodium chlorld®. It is extreaely important that the salt con-
eentration should he held at this point. Slide preparations 
aittst be sealed If the imrasites are to be observed in motion 
for more than half an hour. 
For the study of the endogenous cycle and the relations 
to host tissues, the guts of insects of known infection history 
were removed entire into salim and fixed in Zenker^ s fluid for 
4 to S4 hours, cleared in 3sylene, embedded in paraffin <iaelting 
point 54®), and sectioned at a thickness of eight ralcroas, The 
sections were stained in lararlich^ s haeHiatoxylln, counterstained 
in eosin, and mounted in balsam, 9hls method, while satisfac­
tory for the Insect tissue. Is not umcemditionally recoranended 
for gregarines, 
fhe ptffletocysts have not yet been satisfactorily sectioned, 
Sffl^ ars of the cysts were prepared by crushing theia upon albumin-
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i»«d fixing in warm Schaudlnn^ s fluid^  staining 
in H«id«iiliaiii*« iPon-Maesafcoxylin, and differentiating in iron-
altan mordant. 
D. Iiepisiaato^ lla thermoblae and Gravis 
0^ d«»«riptiom ©f tli® tropli02oit«, and etber stages of 
this S|i«Qi9a, by Mama and fravis ^ 1935) was brief and strictly 
dia^ ostie in ebaraeter, f«ill®r doseriptlw data are presented 
here. 
1» IShM tro^ oaottea 
l^ e wtaller eeplialonts (Figs.4 and 5} ha-ve the deutomerite 
broadly eonold and the protoaierlt^  hemispheroidal. The septum, 
near which th© greatest width usually oecura, is nearly plane 
or slightly coneave ©alidad, fhe epiwerite is a globose, ses­
sile teob, fhe nueleua Is sphorleal. 
The measurements of trophoisoites in this paper were ob­
tained from camera Iticida drawings of living specimens in saline 
solution just after removal from the tissues, l^ e particular 
aeastirements given for this species are chosen as representa­
tive from 125 specimens so studied, The widths are taken at 
the widest part, at right angles to the long axis of the ani-
aal. The n^ asuremonts for some smaller cephalonts are given 
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first tfabl© f), 
fable I 
leasnreffients in Microns of Five Sa&ller Cephalonts 
total length 11® 106 98 67 52 
L. ProtoMerite M 18 g4 15 9 
L, SfeutcMTOrite 92 88 74 52 43 
W, j^ otomerite 49 64 45 SO 18 
W, Qeutoaerite •m @4 49 46 24 
5, lpi®erit© 18 21 12 12 — 
Legend: L = Tjengfh, ff = Width, D = Diameter. 
fee larger cephalonts and smaller sporonts (Pigs,3 and 6) 
have the detitomerite reletiTely longer and more tapering* The 
epimerite, which is easily detached, is a smooth, glohose, 
sessile, Imoh; either hyaline or with a sparse granular con­
tent, fhe protoserite has a hyaline ectoplasm, wider than that 
of the deutOE^ ritej the small, rather coarsely granular endo-
plasBial mas has a very pal® straw-color by transmitted light, 
fhe endoplasa of the deutomerite is more finely and closely gran­
ular, presenting a denser, more whitish appearance. In some 
stages of moveaient the posterior end of the deutoaierite becomes 
constricted and prolonged into a more or less abrupt tail, The 
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greatest breadth, of the deutoraerlte is usually across the an­
terior fifth of Its length. 
fhe largei* eporonts, or admits CFlga.l and 2) are often 
fouM in sitmll imafeers in the poat-caeeal region of the mid~gut 
where they can he seen in situ, as densely white bodies, visible 
through the nearly transparent, ventricular well, e^ mature 
sporomts are relatively broader and more rounded than the cepiha-
lonts and the deutoaerite Is relatively fuller, The nucleus is 
seen as a spherical light area in the dense endoplasxn; it aver­
ages about 31 microns in diameter. In living specimens the 
septtm is often obscured by the endoplasaal masses,although the 
parted condition of endoplasm, peculiar to septate gregarines, 
m&j still be indicated by lateral indentations. The protomerite 
in this stag© Is more cap-shaped, i.e., the septum is convex 
cephalad, The measurements of some larger sporonts are given 
in Ta.ble II. 
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tmblB tl 
I©asm3?®»»at8 ia Micrcms ©f Wive tmr^ r Sporosts of 
liepiagatODhlla tfeemoblae 
?©tal leogth S91 517 268 572 560 
3k* Protomerit© 43 55 51 55 49 
It, Bemtc»erite 548 2®2 gS7 017 211 
1» Protoaerit© 122 155 92 110 152 
W. Bentorasrit# 134 146 88 110 152 
Sati© of I», of 
t^ , t® total 
Pro-
1:9.1 1:5,8 li8,6 lj6.7 1:7,5 
i^ n^iis L = Mngm, w 5= wmth^  
troj^ &zottea lifing ©snteaporaaeously in one irentrlc-
mlma iK»metimes range veij widely in size. Wsually, however, a 
gap is foi»}d in the size-distrihutiozi, indicating sefmrate in-
feetiona. Tim aeasiireaents ©f five living speeimens, removed 
to saline fro» one host aaimal and selected to show the range 
in size, are given in fable 111, 
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fabl© III 
ll0asiir©ments in Herons of Five trophozoites of 
I^ piamtotfaila theraobiae 
froa 0®© Firebrat 
Total lengiai 3S5 287 250 183 91 
Ii. Prot^ erite 49 43 31 18 21 
L, BeutcHi®rite 286 2S9 219 165 70 
W, Protoiprite 163 153 104 157 37 
W. lieut^ erite 1S9 183 110 174 55 
®pia»rite 24 18 12 
£@teMs = ^ ngth, W « Width, B « Maaeter. 
fhe tro^ oioites ef this gregarine are indistinguishable 
fro® those of Colepiaaatophila wataonae. The species is dis* 
tlngaish€id the absenee of appendages upon the sporocyst and 
the position of the eephalonts in the ventricular caeca. Wriere 
both species have been present in the sa»e culture of host 
ani»ls, L» theraiobiae has been the more abundant. The larg­
est laxmber of trojflioaoites recorded in an individual firebrat 
ia atocnat two himdared and forty, More cowmoaly the number in an 
infected aniwtl is less than fifty. In heavily infected cage 
lots nearly half the iMlviduals have been found harboring tro­
phozoites of this species at one tise. The larger trophozoites 
are readily visible through the straw-colored, semi-transparent 
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eaeeal wall, % refleeted light they appear as whitish masses. 
When teased ©ut into distilled water, or hypotonic saline (such 
as 0,8 per cent), the parasites hecom© swollen and the hyaline 
layer, between tdtie endoplasmal raasses of the deut<Maerite and 
the |a?©t©»erite, widens wit 11 the organism bursts. In tonic 
solution (1 per cent) these gregarlnes ha^ e retained, at room 
teaperature, the power ©f loccaaotlon for six to el|^ t hours, and 
they haire i^ Milned in sealed pi^ i^ aratlons for twenty-four hours 
without visible eytolysls, IShe loc€®otion of sporonts consists 
of a cephalad gliding aioireiient similar to that described for 
otlwr gregariaiis, 0m sporont in saline raoTed its own length 
in seven minutes, H^ae bending of the body upon its own axis 
results in changes of direction, the presence of micua upon 
the trophozoite's body is evidenced by the readiness with which, 
la dissections in saline, ttie caudal end of the deutomerlte be-
cc^ s bound to bits of debris, 
Uie sporonts of this species are solitary. The phenomenon 
©f syzygy, coaeton in species of the genus gfa>egarina. has not 
been observed in JLeplii^ toishlla. It should be reraarked that 
the body-fonas in the sporonts of many aregarina species are 
truncated, whereas those in the sporonts of Leplsmatophlla re­
gain conoid and probably somewhat unfavorable, therewith, to 
eM->to<-ead assoeiatlona» Only the largest sporonts are found 
posterior to tti© ventricular caeca. Occasionally a host sped-
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ExPI.ANATION of Pr.A'J'F. 
(From Living Specimens.) 
Lepismatophila thermobiae sp. nov.: Figs. i-6, trophozoites X125; 7, cyst 
Xi2S; 8, spore-chain X300; 9, spores X1200. 
Colepismatophila watsonae sp. nov.: Figs. 10-16, trophozoites X12S; 17, cyst 
in early stage of formation X125; 18, spore-chain X300; 19, spore X1200. 
Figs.1-19. Prom Adams and Travis. Reprinted from 
the Journal of Parasitology, ^ :57. 1935. 
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wmwL i« fouad to oontain, ia the hinder part of the ventriculns, 
a I»lr ©f more or less roijnded sporonts lying in close prox­
imity to each other, or in contact, plainly entering upon pseudo-
conjugation, It is ©Tident that the mature spcronts migrate from 
the caeca toward the rear of the ventriculus and that, upon 
finding partners, they lose their conoid form and heeome round­
ed for cyst-formation, 
Istperience in rearing has shown that the life-cycle from 
spore to spor® at , and under other conditions favorable 
to ttie firebrat, is coasionly completed in three weeks. In one 
case, however, a shorter cycle was obtained, fwelve firebrats 
were fed spores and their feces examined frequently for gameto-
cysts, e^ cyst appeared on the tenth day and two more on the 
thirteenth day. Allowing four days for spore developaent at 
this temperature the miniffl^  observed life-cycle period from 
spore-feeding to spore-production is fourteen days. It seems 
probable that tests with hundreds of specimens, under varying 
conditions, would i^ ow even a shorter cycle, as short as those 
of folftpisaatophila watsonae. 
Infection with I^ piCTatophila theraobiae occurs in small, 
as well as fully grown, specimens. Sine nymphs between 3,5 and 
S.O Bill inters in length, mostly still bearing only oiws pair 
of styli, were dissected, after being exposed to spore-bearing 
foi^  since hatching. One had twelve small cei^ alonts, one had 
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flftesa e9|^ l@iita raagiag tip&m 180 to ia length, end one 
had tw© eephalonte in «ie eaeea and ©as spopont 230|t in length 
in the posterior ei3Mi of the Tentrieialus, In the others no 
gregariaes were fonad, ®fcie eulture dish contained several 
remnants of erupted cysts froa earlier infections, 
i© statement can he made regarding the effect upon the host 
save to say that firehrats, as seen in the easual obsei^ ations 
of experience in rearing, seem to thrive at«)ut equally well 
with and without laiese gregariaes. ExamlnatSon of serial sec­
tions of Infected ventricular caeca showed the trophoaoltes to 
he aors or less closely paclced into the erypts and folds of the 
epitheliiHB. in sose eases ^ e trophozoites seem to have nmde 
ssall pocfcets for themselves. ®iere was, however, no observed 
case in which the p*©t<^ rites eattended as deep as the baseraent 
neinbrane, or completely displaced patches of epithelial cells, 
as do those of the nesnt species. 
2. %aie cysts* 
ISysts, in a very early stage of development, are occasion­
ally found in the posterior end of the ventriculus of the host. 
In some observed cases the contained gametocytes had not yet 
changed from their spheroidal form and the clear, colorless 
cyst wall (cyst proper) was very thin. A similar case has been 
observed in Qolespismtophila (Fig. 17). The contained pseudo-
conjugants becone progressively flattened against each other 
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until they ar© almost Iwmispiiepieal leaving a hyaline layer be­
tween tliem rtaieli becomes almost perfectly disk-shaped, its 
th-iclmess soiaetimes exceeding one-tenth of the length of the 
cyst, ®iis hyaline layer is on the plane perpendiciilar to the 
longer axis of the cyst, 
Bie cysts escape from the host in close association vifith 
the feces. As a rule, the cysts are found shallowly pressed 
into the fecal particles, from which they are readily removable. 
One pellet was observed to bear, along its sides, no less than 
ei^ t cysts of this ^ egarine. Cysts passed ainiultaneously, 
that Is, upon the saae fecal pellet are not always at the same 
stage of dev@lop»®nt. In some cases the gametocytes are not 
fully flattened upon the hyaline layer between them; but in the 
atajority of freshly dropped cysts the hyaline layer is fully 
discoidal, and the gametocytes hemispheroidal. 
In the first few hours after the cyst is passed by the 
host the gametocytes remain sharply distinct. The cyst wall, 
although increased in thickmss,is still colorless and nearly 
transparent, Ihe pearly white color of the whole cyst is 
chiefly due to the whiteness of the contained gametocytes. In 
shape the fully formed cyst is usually ellipscMlal, the gaiseto-
eytes occupying the ends, Ovoidal and spheroidal foras are 
also observed (Fig.Y). The average of the measurements for 
twenty cysts were: for the longer axis, 297it; and for the 
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i^ ©3*fc©i», IRie largest cyst In tMs series sieastired 578 x 
26^; me saallest 244 x mp. 
Within the day (at 34*5®0,) after the passage of the cyst 
the hyaline layer between the gametocytes becoroes narrowed and 
finally obliterated* fho exact time ©f the intermingling of 
the ga«ete« froii each side has not been detertnined, although 
fixing «M clearing agents have itoown the ^ a®et©cytes to be 
still intact, and entirely distinct tram each other, some hours 
after they have closed in upon, and covered or absorbed, the 
hyaline layer between them. On the second day the cyst is 
solid white; and on the third it is grayish, owinjs; to the pig-
aentation of the forMlng sporocysts. On the fourth day the 
cyst becomes very darM: gray, and on the fifth, intensely black, 
ftm blacfeness of the ripe cyst ia increased by a dull grayish-
br<»n coloration of the cyst wall which appears in the ripen­
ing process, fhe shape of the cyst is often modified, late in 
the period of spore-developisent, by the apjMsarance of a flat­
tened, or even a concave, area upon one side, "Riis change is 
probably due to shrinkage of the contents resulting from loss 
of moisture, for it can be increased by lowered humidity; it 
is »©st narked in cysts which fail to dehisce spontaneously, 
Behiscene© of the cysts begins on the fifth day. 
fhe dehiscence of scores of cysts has been observed, Vn-
der the most favorable conditions the cysts, when ri|^  for de-
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Ms0@iie«, ar© pltimp and rerj tslack, IRi© cyst wall, spontaneoua-
Ij ©J* at th® toucli of the needle, suddenly breaks open and In a 
few seconds Ijecomes everted releasing the helical spore-t^ aina 
?Fig,8) whieh rapidly uncoil and extend away from th© ruptured 
shell. In various direotiona, until they form a 'black, fluffy, 
aaas, covering an area several times wider than the diameter of 
the cyst, fhe chains continue to uncoil and extend for an hour 
or more,until the ball of spores is completely dissipated. The 
renmant of th© cyst, with its ragged, recurved edges, flattens 
out beneath the extmded mass, ®ie expanded, loose, mass of 
spore-chains can now be entirely separated from the remnant of 
the cyst, the latter is seen to coESist of a thickened central 
portion (residual p3«>toplasiii?) turrouMed by radiating sectors 
of the torn wall, which is tinted with a brownish-gray color 
and contains a net-work of bold, pigmented channels, or lines. 
While the ©version of the norml cyst is too rapid to be 
©bserved in detail, son® uMerstanding of the process may be 
obtained ft»oin observation upon cysts in which dehiscence is 
retarded by low temperature ©r low hmaidity. Here, the rupture 
of the cyst wall begins with the appearance of a sraall hole, or 
pore, from which the disrupted edges extend outward as though 
the wall were pmctured from the ins id© outward by a pointed 
instrument, ®irough this opening the black spore raass is read­
ily visible. In mwB eases of feeble dehiscence more than one 
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opening of this MM may appear in the wall without the iai-
mediate i^ lease of the spores, 
fh© dehiseenee of the eyst and the release of the spores 
seem to iinrolve two ageiieiess (1) the tendency of the colls of 
spores to elate and (2) the tendency of the cyst wall to evert 
itself. It is evident that these tensions wist arise in the 
joints of the spore ©haii^ s and in the cyst wall itself, as the 
time for dehiscing apisroaches; only the cysts which are quite 
hlack @;Aihit these phenomena. 
Ki© numher of spores frOT the eyst is estimated as vary­
ing f3?om two to four thousand, 
Sie temperature relations of the fireferat are quite tm-
usu&l sdrie# the insect actively prefers a temperature near 37®C,, 
can endure 46®0» for days, and can scarcely complete its life-
cycle at ordinary rooa temperatures. It was a question, then, 
what the temperature relatioaas of its gregarines might be. At 
a temperature of and a relative humidity between 60 and 
70 per cent, dehiscence of the cysts usiuilly occurs in 110 to 
ISO hours after their escape from the host. At 43®0, dehiscence 
began on the third day. Fii^ brats held at 45®G, |a*odu©ed cysts 
during the exposure to this unfavorable temperature. These 
cysts did not seem to be impaired the heat for, when moved 
to an incubator at , they darkened and dehisced in a 
few days, A few cysts produced at 46,S®0,, at low humidity. 
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dartened "but did not dehlse®, Flrehrats, »oved from air at 
S4,5 G, to air at 24,6 0, of about th© sam© himldlty, produced 
cysts for weeks, but at a greatly reduced rate. Most of these 
cysts beeaa© black In ten days but none dehisced In three 
weeks. Of sixteen cysts produced at 34.5®0, and set at 24,5®G, 
while fresh, a few feebly burst in twelve to sixteen days, 
5. fhe apores, 
Ttie chains of spores (Figa.S and 9) lie intact about the 
reimaiit of the dehisced gametocyst until disrupted by outside 
forces. When toyushed by the needle the chains readily break up 
into short, fra^ entary chains which adhere closely to the food 
of the host, to th© bMles of sealeleas nymph©, and to the in­
vest 1 gator * s n© ©die. 
•Ba© length of time through which spores might retain their 
power to infect the host was another point of enquiry. Adult 
firebrats, from gregarlne-free cultures, were placed In groups 
of five in small rearing dishes aM fed rolled oats which had 
previously been shaken with feces containing spores of known 
ages, the feces had been collected at various times and had 
been stored in loosely corked bottles on the laboratory shelf. 
The spore-bearing samples were of two, three, six, eight, and 
seventeen months duration, Obsei*vatlon on these groups of anl-
aals were continued until cysts appeared In their feces or un­
til the elapse of three months, after which the veatricull of 
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the animals were Inspected for trophozoites. Two series were 
ran at different times. As to th© results; only the firebrata 
infected «?ith. the spores v/hich were three months or less of age 
"became infected. 
Studies upon the mieroacopie morphologj of the sporocyst 
and the manner of attachment in the chain have not been com­
pleted, 1 central, refractile body in the spore is sometimes 
visible through the pigmented sporocyst. This is probably a 
residual body, fhe form and position of the sporozoites in the 
spore has not been aseertalned* The xnaterial obtained from 
crushed spores vms quite formless, 
4« !S?.e sporogoitea> 
Attempts were made to observe the trophozoites in situ 
within the spore. For this purpose the sporocysts were bleach­
ed with strong hydrogen peroxide and other agents. Attempts 
were made to induce 14ie sporoEoites to leave the sporocyst in 
vitro in sal in®, in the presence of bits of ventricular tissue 
from the flrebrat. Crushing the sporocysts was also tried. 
All these methods failed to disclose the shape and position of 
the sporozoites. It may be, however, that a system of fixing, 
bleaching, staining, and destalning, will be developed by which 
these bodies can be demonstrated in the sporocyst. 
Gross-sections of infected ventriculi have not been studied 
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aaffieieatlj t® warraat state»©nts about the form and habits of 
th® ap&T&zolte in tissmes of the host. 
58 and Travis 
®ae diaomsslon of this aimcies is facilitated by compari­
sons with th© species diseased above. ®b.e reaeablancea are 
very greatj th© chief differences are in the form of the spore 
(generic chai^ cter) and the site of attachsent in the host, 
1, troiatozoltes. 
Wtm cephalonts of this species {Figs.12, 14, 16, and 20) 
are fownd in the Iti^ n of the ventrlcalus, in the anterior 
one - half of the length, posterior to th© caeca. In rare in­
stances on© ©r two have been fomnd in the caeca. 19ie epiiserite 
is a smooth, syiraetrical, sessile knob; it is (according to 
histological sections) cylindrical when inserted into the tis-
smes, Imt it is globose when withdrawn in the living state. 
®ie pr©ti»erit© is l^ mlspheroidal to conoid. Itoe deutoiaerlte 
la msually broadly conoid. The dimensions of soia® smaller 
cephalonts ar© given in ^ ble IV, In this stmdy 125 living 
trophozoites were »iastar©d, fhe n^ asurements presented here 
were selected as representative. 
One per cent saline was f^ uid a satisfactory medltnn for 
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ms® la pp«|«i»atlcma of living trophozoites. 
fable 17 
leasmreiaents la Mierons of Five Smaller Gephalonts of 
gelepiffistatephila watsonae 
fotal length 116 116 103 98 73 
1,. Protoaerite 30 37 40 31 18 
!>• 86 79 62 67 55 
1, Protoaerite 46 58 66 55 37 
W, i^ utoiserite 49 67 61 55 37 
©, SpiMsrite 21 18 12 23 12 
legend? L = length? If = Width, B = Biameter. 
1^ © lajj^ ei* trophozoites |Figs, 10, 11, 12, 15, and 16) are, 
as a rale, j^ latively broader than those of I>. thermobiae. 
Otherwise the deeeription of the latter applies to the present 
speeiest ThQ trophozoites of this species seem to abandon ttieir 
epiaerites and live as sporonts at saaller sises than do thdse 
of li, therBB&biae» St seems likely that growing trophozoites 
living in the min Iwmm of the ventricmlus, even thou^  pro­
tected by the p«pltrophic ^ mbrane, are »or© apt to be disttxrb-
ed by p^ istaltio action and the passage of food than are tro-
phOKOitea lying in the diverticula. For this reason the tro-
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pli©*olt©s Qf g. watsonae may reach the apoa^ nt condition, and 
th« pm^ T to sove freely in aeo^ asodating theaselToe to varying 
pressnrei, at an earlier point in their growth ttaan those of 
lU th®iw>ibiae« 
fhe larger sporonts eloaely resemble, in color and in 
ahape, those ©f L» theratobi&e. Sertain slight, but fairly con­
stant, differences are shown by measurea^ nts (^ ble V), 
b^le f 
leasixrements la Xiorons of Five larger Sporonts of 
o^lepliBBatoiiliila wataoaaie 
Itetal leaglfe S15 M8 384 439 562 
Protoaerite 49 73 ei 98 111 
!>• Hemtmerlte 2m 275 323 341 451 
ProtoB^ rit® 158 158 134 134 146 
W. Ueutoaerite 171 153 177 189 183 
Batio of Xi. of Pro-
toa* to #©tal I.. 1:6.3 ls4.7 1:6.3 1:4.5 1:5.1 
legend: I» = I.@ngth, W e Width, 
It will be noted that these sporonts are larger^  and that 
the leagiSi of the prot©»erite averages a smaller fraction of 
the total Isaglii, than in the ease of I., thermobiae. 
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fh# range in siise in trophozoites fo^ d in one host at one 
time i« x^ p^ esented tf the Bteasarei^ nta of five gpegarines from 
one fireliKPat, given in fable VI, 
fahl® VI 
leasmpem(®Bta in Hierons of Five trophozoites of 
golepisaiatophila watsoaae 
Removed from One Firehrat 
fotal lengtai 3S4 268 1^  116 92 
I». Pro tcraerite 79 67 37 57 31 
L, Bemtoaerite m& 201 91 79 61 
W, Protcfflierite 201 171 79 55 65 
1, Betitoaerite 226 18S 79 67 58 
B, Ipiaerite 18 18 18 
I.eg«nds I, » Iiength, W = Width, ® a Diameter, 
In mm& eases the gregarines in a ventricnlus are spread 
about &r©Ujgh©iat e^ space emsteaaarily oceupied; in others they 
are closely crowded on a samll, localized area of the epithel-
iiiB, €M5cmpyii3^  less than one-half of the cross'-seetional cir-
©taferenee. In a few instances these elnaps of gregarines have 
prodmeed a mrlped feulgin® of the infected portion, She early 
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n whieli. ar® varlabl© in form have only ttoeir 
sliopt «pi»»3flt#« iaserted iato th® ®pith«liu®; but the older 
sp&pmitM wore fomad, in cross-sect ions, to occupy deep pockets 
ia the epititielium. Is two cases the sporonts were so large that 
less than a dojsen of them was sufficient to fill the lusi^ n; and 
the pocls^ ts into f&ich the j^ rasites were inserted were so deep 
and broad that mm of th© protoa^ rites touched the baseswnt 
atembrane and ^ ere was little space left between them for the 
epithelial cells. 
In studies upon the portion of the life*cycle passed in 
the host, jftill-grwn, uninfected, firebrats, in groups of 
thirty t® forty, were starv«d for two days and then given ac­
cess, for twenty-fmir hours, to food heavily cmtaminated with 
spores. insects were Icept at about 36^ 0, and at the hiimid-
ity obtained over saturated soditai chloride solution containing 
an excess of th© salt—about TO per cent R,H, On each succeed­
ing day, or more frequently, five individuals were removed and 
dissected, ®ie ali»ntary tracts, whether showing gregarines 
or not, were fixed and sectioned. In one experiment trophozoites, 
large ©nou^  to be readily visible while being dissected out un­
der thirty laapiifications, were found in a specimen ninety-six 
hotirs after introduction of the spores. In another , lot of in­
sects treated in th© ssto way taie first trofiiosoites of such a 
sise were found only sixty-six hours after introduction of the 
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Mdxillary Palpus 
Labial Palpus 
Crop 
--Ventricular Caeca 
-Ventriculus 
Trophozoites of 
Colepi smat o phi la 
Wdtsonae 
Hind Gut 
•—-11th 5ternite 
Fig.20, Alimentary tract of Tliermo"bia aomestlca, 
with head and anal segment attached, 
showing 'josition of gregarine parasites. 
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spoils; aM ©a® of th© remaining firebpats of this group produc­
ed a ejst ©arlf on th@ sixth day, fhe cyst was black by the 
®ad ©f the se^ eatli day. Allowing one more day for ripening and 
dehisoene© of the cyat this life-cyel© in firebrata at 36°G,, 
was a oatter of no more than eight days duration. In another 
experiaent twenty firebrats reared frw the egg, without greg-
arittea, were given aeoess to spore-laden food and laaintained at 
S5®e, In this eas©^  again, cyats were foui»i on the sixth day, 
or, after about one hundred aM forty hours. On the seirenth 
day fifteen cyst a were eolleetedj en the eighth day twenty-five 
oysta were dropped by the infested anisals and, on the ninth 
day smm of earlier eyita were found dehisoed. 
Firebrata, in oultures having both apeoiea of gregarine, 
produee eyats of both apeeies at the on© time. Sixteen females 
were removed fro® sueh a mixed culture and kept singly in or­
der that the spores fro» the oysts they produced mij^ t be iden­
tified aa to source. In six weeks all these females produced 
spores; thirteen produced spores ©f both gregarine species. 
It should be noted that this slow method of identifying 
the species concerned in an infection is entirely necessary, 
since single trophozoites of the two cannot be reliably distin­
guished merely by their position in the gut. Ihile the cepha-
lonts of I., thermobiae mre nearly always confined to the caeca, 
the customary zone of attachment of 0. watsotiae begins im-
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modiately th® e«@oa; aad, i» heavy, mixed infections, 
the ranges of the oephalonts, as well as of the sporonts, of 
the two apeeies, are likely to heeoaie sligjitly overlapped, 
fhe cysts. 
®ie freshly dropped cysts are indistinguishable from those 
©f Lm e^mobiae, there is, however, a marked difference in 
average size#, fhe average of the long diaaeters of twenty 
cysts was SiOp.; and the average of the short diaaeters was 
232ti. I&e rang® in this lot was very wi^ : the largest measur­
ed 464fi in length and S3% in hreadtiij the shortest, 226|t in 
length and l§9ti in breadth, 
tee nuffitoer of spores produced in a cyst varies with the 
size of the cyst, ®ie spores from a cyst of G, wataonae are 
fairly easy to spread out and count imder a s<{uared, eye-piece 
micrometer. After mklng such a count upon portions of the 
spores froa a few cysts the total number of spores in an aver­
age cyst was estira»t«d to be near sixteen hundred. 
Ttm effects of ©nvlronaient upon the rate of developnents 
within cyst are closely like those stated for L, thermobiae. 
•Rie cysts of this species are also passed at various early 
stages of dev©l©p»©nt and reach the point of dehiscence in 
varying lengths of tioe, Soto cysts, at 5S®«3., have been ob­
served to reach the black stag© in sixty hours after passage 
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from th® host. At 38 Q, spores are released In about four days, 
Saears of tb© cysts made late on the first day show a variety 
of bodies whose identity have not yet been worked out, Saears 
of ©ysts late on the second day show the fonaing sporoeysts 
pale and unconnected, h^e details of the exogenous cycle are 
a study in theaselves, 
5, ^ e spore 8. 
Ibe eporocyst (Figs, 18 and 19) upon whicto the si^ ciea 
have been separated generically, is blacfe by reflected, and 
br<Mrn by transmitted, light. It consists of a hesjiepheroidal 
aiddle portion, a little larger than the whole sporocyat of 
themobiae, which bearsextending in opposite directions 
from opposite sides ©f the periphery, two strong, twice-curved, 
filaiMntiiUfi, processes, by the tips of which the sporocyst has 
connections with the tips of the nearer processes of the ad­
joining sporoeysts in the chain, Bie sporoeysts have the out­
line of a broad-brinmed hat seen in profile. The dimensions 
of the middle portion, based on ten specimens, average 16.5ti 
for the long axis and 9,7ft for the transverse axis. Although 
th©p© is very little variation in the dimensiona of theae 
sporoeysts, there is such variation in the details of the c\ir-
vatures of their processes. The processes averaged 21,lp in 
length l,5p in thickness, e^ spoi^  chains of this species 
are m&t closely convoluted; their fom may be described as wavy. 
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alien thej imj "be taken wp la conaldei^ able lengths with 
til© n©«<il®j "but, iAqxi dry, thej disintegrate readily to the 
individual spores. Spores of this species retain their power 
of infection for at least three months. 
4, the sporoz^ ites. 
The aporozoites of this species, like those of the last, 
have not "been o'btained oat#ide the host. Sections of the 
erops of aalBmls which ha'«'© "been infected have shown both in­
tact, and broken, sporecytts. Sections of the proventriculms 
h&ire shown i^efly sporocyst fra^ ents. Sections from the 
sit® of infection haw shown minute, elongately ovoldal, bodies» 
each with a large, dark-staining nucleus and very little cyto­
plasm, fees© are situated, apparently, between the epithelial 
cells, Riej are regarded as being either the sporozoites or 
the earliest p»e-«eptat!e trophoisoitet, although there Is a con­
siderable gap in sizes between them and the smallest indubitable 
trophozoites seen in the same sections, Various pre-septate 
trophozoites, from ©Toidal to lanceolate in shape, have been 
observed in sections of the epitheliuia; e^ pointed end being 
thrust Into the tissue and the rounded end projecting Into the 
lumen, A fuller discussion of the sporozoites and early tro­
phozoites f«r»s a separate study. 
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If. DBOTSSIOI OF KEStrm. 
S®Q®3fI0SS POS FTOfHlE S^ KBT. 
fhls ptpef is iiitended to lay the basis for more conclu-
»Xrm »tadi©s upoa Its various phases. Ilie uppermost purpose Is 
to present th© spe©ies and. their host as suita^ bl© material for 
«i:|»rl»ental use * their merits being (1) the ©as® with which 
the insect is adapted to laboratory rearing, and (2) the speed 
with whieh the gregarine processes are completed at the biolog­
ically hi|^  teaperattares at which the host must be reared. 
In ^ iew of th© ©lose similarities of the two species it 
beeoaea doubtful t© the writer whether it was wise to erect two 
genera merely upon the morphology cf the spores. It is hoped 
that if both should b© placed in the same genus in the future 
the name Lepisffiatophila will b© preferred, 
The problem of gregarinosis reiaains unsolved. It is ap­
parent that Solepismatophlla watsonae can partially obstruct 
the ventriculua and that it causes histolytic damage. But, 
since outward symptoms of disease were not observed, it is evi­
dent that the worker ivho irould investigate this matter from the 
standpoint of firebrat survival would have to use very delicate 
symptoiaatic criteria, such as the effect of severe infection on 
the rate of the insect*3 o-^ osition or its food intake. Such 
experiments would demand extremely painstaking methods and 
thorougji acquaintance with the aniraals concerned. 
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Another attractive problem arisiaag in this study ia that 
of explaining the @p©at variation, in the numhers of gregarinea 
foiiad in hosta i» the sam© cage aisd th© fact that a great many 
of the inaeets fro® tJi® same cage contain no gregarines what­
ever when examined J, while others have hoth old and yo\mg tro~ 
phozoites, la there an immimitj? What factors limit the fre­
quency and intensity of infection? 
fhere is an opportunity here to test th© effect of foods 
and of poisons upon host-parasite relations, The firehrat ia 
quite omnivoroiis and might he fed a variety of deficient, or 
toacic, materials. 
In addition to ttiese, there are the usual protozoological 
problems here merely made evident: the cytology of the exo­
genous cycle; the natere and movements of the sporozoite; the 
cytology and physiology of the trophozoitej the relation of the 
trophozoite to the parasitized cell-groups; the habits of the 
sporonts in cyst-formation; the relations of the invading sporo­
zoite, and the sseaping eyst, to the peritrophic membrane; and 
many others. 
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OOB0LWSIO1S 
Sinoe BKJSt ©f this stmdy is ©acplopatopy in charaetop only 
a f®w g»ii©3?al eoaclusions will b® stated, 
%, Tke firebrat, Thei^ obia doaeatica (Pack.) and its 
g]?®gariii@s, Lepisaatoplnila theraebla® and Oolepiafflatonhi la 
WtttS0iia«, d«s©3?ib«d by Mans and ^ avis, are, owing to the ease 
with which they «ay be j^ ared contiimomsly at biologically high 
te»p®rat*»'e«, well aralted to experimental mse, particularly in 
research upon h08t-p«rasite relationships, 
2, farther at^ dy of the two gregarines has not strengthen­
ed t&e basis for making then of separate ^ nera. 
3, ®ie sporonts of Qolepisiaato^ lla watsonae soaietims 
produce »arked, loeal, hiat©lytic d&mage to the digestive 
epithelium of its hostj, l^ eraobia domestiea. 
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Ti, mmims: 
fh® gregarlnet of fheis^ Ma Aofflestlea (Pack, ), naaaed below 
ar® imraarous In eultnwma of the insectj and, like the insect, 
they are convenient for cdntinuoua laboratory rearing. Fire-
brats in emltnres containing one or bot^  species of gregarines 
aeea to thrive as well as others reared gregarine-free from the 
ogg. 
I^ pisffl»toi^ la theraaobiae Adams and fravis, 
A faller deaeription is given. As many as two hundred 
aM fifty trophozoites have been taken from the caeca of one 
firebrat* fhe aatia?© sporonta move toward the posterior end 
of the ventricalma to encyst in pairs. When the cysts are de­
posited by the host the gai^ tocyte# are usually heiaisj^ eroldal 
with a diacoidal, hyaline, layer between them. The latter dis­
appears in the first day of the exogenous cycle. At 34,5®0, 
the cyst acquires a grayish tint on the third day, owing to the 
developing sporocysts. On the fifth day the cyst is Intensely 
black and likely to Tmrst,dehiscing a ball of convoluted 
o 
chains of spores. At 45 G» dehiscence comes in three days. 
Spores retain their infective power for at least three months, 
Golepi8aat®tfiil& watsonae Adams and fravis, 
®a® trophozoites are crowded between the peritrophic 
membrane aiw4 the ventricular epithelium. Sometimes they nearly 
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l)l®ek liimea and tliey distend the ventricular 
wall, fla® larger spjronta freqmeiitlj occupy deep cavities in 
tii® epitbeliiiaj soa® of these cavities have been found to ex­
tend to ttie baseaient me®brai»^  indicating the displacement or 
destruction of many cells. shortest life-cycle period de-
temin^ d at 33%. is eight days, !Ebie average number of spores 
in a cyst i# estiiaated, froa partial eounts, to be about six­
teen hundred. 
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